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0820404), in which Chemically Advanced
Nanolithography phased out and Strain Enabled Multiferroics became the new IRG1.

Introduction & History
The Center for Nanoscale Science exploits
unique capabilities at Penn State and partner
institutions in materials synthesis and fabrication, physical property measurements, and
theory to make and organize nano-materials
in configurations that can attain new regimes
of properties and functionality. Interdisciplinary teams attack problems in strain-enabled
multiferroics, powered nano-scale motion, the
behavior of electrons in one-dimensional materials, and the control of light in nanostructures, Center activities involve over fortyfive students and post-doctoral fellows, forty
one faculty from ten academic departments,
and a number of external academic and industrial partners.
The Center was established in 2000 as a single Interdisciplinary Research Group, Center
for Collective Phenomena in Restricted Geometries (DMR 0080019). In 2002, the Center
merged with a new MRSEC, Center for Molecular Nanofabrication and Devices (DMR
0213623) comprising two IRGs: Chemically
Advanced Nano-lithography (IRG1) and
Nanoscale Motors (IRG2). The two MRSECs
then merged. In 2004–05, the original IRG
phased out its effort in fluids and polymers
and split into IRG3 (Electrons in Confined
Geometries) and IRG4 (Electromagnetically
Coupled Nano-structures). In 2007, a new
IRG on Strain Enabled Multiferroics, which
grew from a seed project, was added as IRG5.
In 2008, the Center was competitively renewed as a four-IRG MRSEC (DMR

Currently, the four IRGs investigate emergent
behavior of nanoscale systems with common
themes of new materials synthesis and nanofabrication, theory-led design, and length
scale-dependent physical phenomena. The
scientific programs of the IRGs are complemented by a highly competitive Seed program. The Seed program has played a major
role in the scientific evolution of the Center,
supporting junior faculty and high risk projects. Seed grants typically support 1 to 3
graduate students over ~18 months. The Seed
program leverages funding from the Penn
State Materials Research Institute (MRI) the
Huck Institutes for the Life Sciences, and the
Penn State Institutes for Energy and the Environment. This combination of support has alIRG1, Strain Enabled Multiferroics, focuses on new phenomena resulting from
strain tuning in multiferroic materials in
which two or more ferroic (ferroelectric,
ferroelastic, magnetic) order parameters
co-exist within a single material. Precise
strain tuning is imparted in complex oxide
thin films of high crystalline perfection by
choice of substrates and growth conditions. Our expertise spans from first principles and phase-field modeling predictions of new materials and phenomena, to
synthesis, structural electrical, magnetic,
and optical characterization, and prototype device demonstrations. Recently, the
IRG has predicted and discovered a new
magnetoelectric ferroelectric ferromagnet,
EuTiO3, and predicted an alternative material, SrMnO3, with a higher ferromagnetic transition temperature.
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IRG2, Powered Motion at the Nanoscale,
designs, fabricates, measures and models
molecular and nanoscale motors to address one of the grand challenges in science and engineering, namely, to master
energy transduction and information on
the nano- and microscale to ultimately
create new technological capabilities
that rival those of living things. The IRG
synthesizes and studies of a range of molecular and
nanoparticle-based motors that are driven
by external fields, local probes, and
chemical reactions. Recently, we have
discovered a system of AgCl/Ag nanomotor particles (see inset) with strong collective motor-motor interactions, including
cyclic motions, bistability, waves, schooling, and swarming behaviors.
lowed the Center to initiate several new Seed
projects in 2010, three of which engage faculty from under-represented groups, in addition to several early-career faculty.

Education & Outreach

During the past year, the MRSEC has continued to offer a range of educational outreach
activities at the elementary, high school, college, and post-college levels. Almost all
MRSEC faculty and graduate students have
participated in at least one educational outreach program within the last year. These
programs have reached approximately 3,000
K-12 students, 5 K-12 teachers, 18 undergraduates, and 100,000 visitors to science
museums over the past year. The Center’s K12 programs increase interest in science and
build confidence, with special attention towards including girls and under-represented
minority children.

In collaboration with the Franklin Institute,
the Center is developing a fourth museum
show focussing on energy materials which is
scheduled for release in 2011. In addition,
through the Franklin’s partnership with the
Science Leadership Academy, a science magnet school in Philadelphia, the MRSEC recruits high school students into our Science
Leadership summer camp.
The MRSEC has increasingly served as a hub
K-12 outreach activities at Penn State. The
Center has continued to develop content, provide staff support, and support scholarships
for members of under-represented groups to
attend summer science camps through the
Science-U program at Penn State. Highlights
this year included the leadership camp mentioned above (which 9 members of underrepresented groups attended through MRSEC
support) and the Gee Wizards camp on the
nature and structure of matter for students entering grades 2–4.
IRG3, Charge and Spin Transport in
Quasi-1D Nanowires, brings together
complementary expertise to explore new
phenomena and critically examine issues
related to charge and spin transport in
quasi-1D metallic, superconducting, and
magnetic nanowires and nanowire junctions, phenomena that encompass low dimensional condensed matter physics, materials growth and processing, and device
design and fabrication. Recently, the IRG
has confirmed the anti-proximity effect –
discovered in the IRG – in single Al
nanowires (see inset) and also found unexpectedly strong
proximity superconductivity in a ferromagnet, possibly of pwave character.
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IRG4, Electromagnetically Coupled
Nanostructures, integrates metals, semiconductors, and dielectrics on subwavelength scales to access new optical
and optoelectronic material properties and
novel devices. Using highpressure fluid deposition
(developed in the IRG),
fiber pore arrays are filled
by semiconductors and
metals with nanometerscale precision over meter
lengths, including the recent fabrication of the first low-loss voidfree ZnSe fiber cores suitable for hosting
transition metal dopants, an advance highlighted by Nature in early 2011 (see inset). Planar metallo-dielectric nanostructures are modeled and fabricated to access
novel E-M scattering properties, including
low, zero, and negative refractive index.
The IRG has also begun to explore using
high-pressure synthesis techniques in the
planar platform.
The Center continues to foster active involvement of undergraduates and high school
teachers through its REU/RET site, which is
jointly run with the Penn State Physics Department. Of the 18 students, ten were female,
four were from underrepresented minority
groups and nine were from home institutions
where research opportunities are limited.
Through its Diversity Committee, the Center
joins forces with relevant departments, colleges, and minority-focused organizations at
Penn State in fostering exchange of faculty
and recruiting graduate students from
minority-serving institutions. Over the past
year the Center maintained strong participation of minority graduate students and postdocs. The Center is continuing to benefit from

mutual visits and scientific ties with partner
minority-serving institutions in Texas, Louisiana, and Puerto Rico.
The Center employs a number of postdoctoral
fellows as researchers whose activities span
several projects within the IRGs, and also as
coordinators of education and outreach activities. The education-outreach postdocs have
been supported in multifaceted careerdevelopment activities, including spearheading a (successful) REU site proposal and
co-teaching a computational chemistry course
with mentoring by senior faculty.

Knowledge Transfer &
International Collaborations

The outreach and knowledge transfer of the
Center is driven primarily through research
collaborations between its members with scientists and engineers in industry and national
laboratories. One of the important vehicles
for collaboration with industry is the
MRSEC’s Industrial Affiliates Program, now
in its fourth year, with four corporate members who each jointly support the work of
students in the Center. In addition to research
collaborations, MRSEC faculty play a leading
role at Penn State in organizing industrial
workshops, making presentations at workshops and conferences, and participating in
industrial fellowships and internships. The
MRSEC also hosts a number of visiting scientists and is a strong component of the overall industrial/technology transfer infrastructure of the University. There is also strong
international component to collaborative research and outreach activities of the Center.

Management

The management structure centers around the
Executive Committee, Director, Associate
Director and the IRG leaders with welldefined responsibilities as outlined in later
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sections. The Director reports regularly to the
Executive Committee and the Vice President
for Research, and consults with the directors
of the Penn State Institutes (MRI, PSIEE,
Huck). The Executive Committee meets
about once a month, often after the Monday
lunch seminars to discuss scientific progress
of the various projects, review requests for
substantial resource allocation, and discuss
optimal strategies to maintain constant growth
and renewal of our research and outreach
missions. In late 2010 and early 2011, the
Executive Committee is conducting its annual
review of all IRG and Seed projects; as a result, several less well-coupled projects will be
phased out to make room for a seed IRG
competition in summer 2011. This exercise
has also identified several compelling opportunities for new scientific connections between the IRGS; these are also being pursued
– as described in the later sections on each
IRG – through reallocations of existing IRG
recourses.

(MCL). Executive Committee member Beth
Dickey, who was in charge of the CFL, has
just recently left Penn State, and we are currently identifying a replacement director for
the CFL.

The Penn State MRSEC is advised by an external Advisory Board, which visits biannually, alternating with NSF-appointed site
visit teams. Since an NSF site visit is upcoming in Spring 2012, the composition of the
next external review committee will be determined by NSF. These annual reviews provide a valuable external assessment of the
scientific direction and administrative structure of the Center.

In the multiferroics project, several important discoveries were made, of which two
are highlighted here. First, the IRG1 team has
shown that strained SrTiO3 becomes multiferroic. In 2009, the IRG demonstrated direct
integration of ferroelectric SrTiO3 onto silicon (Science). Interestingly, we have recently
observed that SrTiO3 also shows relaxor ferroelectricity even in the unstrained state (PRL
2010). It appears that strain in SrTiO3 stabilizes long-range ferroelectric correlation between nanoscale polar clusters. Second, a
magnetoelectric device concept based on
BiFeO3 has been demonstrated. The magnetoelectric effect involves inducing a magnetization with applied electric field or a polarization with a magnetic field. In this system, the
reversal of ferroelectric polarization also reverses the plane of easy magnetization, which
can then be used in an exchange bias geome-

Central Facilities Laboratory

The MRSEC maintains a Central Facilities
Laboratory on the third floor of Davey Laboratory, centrally located for easy access to all
members of Center. The CFL has acquired
instrumentation to serve the research needs of
the four IRGs, and its facilities dovetail with
the more extensive facilities of the Penn State
Materials Characterization Laboratory

The Center receives supplemental funding
from DMR as part of the Materials Research
Facilities Network (MRFN) to support a oneday characterization workshop and a summer
faculty internship program that are intended
to increase the participation of faculty and
students from predominantly undergraduate
and minority-serving institutions in the region. These activities leverage the full suite of
characterization and fabrication tools available in the CFL and MCL.

Key Accomplishments

Intellectual Merit. The Penn State MRSEC is
pleased to report a number of exciting scientific accomplishments within the past year.
Space limits prevent a thorough summary
here: please refer to the detailed writeups.
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try to switch magnetic domains of a magnetic
film on the surface (Nature Materials 2010).
IRG2 has developed a technique to make
fast catalytic rotors and demonstrated that
they develop pair-wise attractive or repulsive
interactions at tip distances in the range of
one micron, depending on the sense of rotation. This phenomenon – unexpected at very
low Reynolds number because of timereversal symmetry of the hydrodynamics –
arises from a non-hydrodynamic timereversal breaking phenomenon such as the
van der Waals component of the interaction
between metallic tips at closest approach or
the underlying non-time-reversal-symmetric
nature of the underlying catalytic reaction. A
second accomplishment is the optical control
of motor behavior: the combined operation of
cyclic chemical reactions and propulsive motion in coupled populations of Ag/AgCl particles that engage in periodic schooling behavior in a complex non-linear fashion, with
nearby clusters dynamically triggering the
explosions of nearby clusters in novel reaction waves of a mixed character: part homogeneous solution and part particle-surface
mediated.
There have been several exciting advances in the area of charge and spin transport in quasi-ID nanostructures in IRG3. For
example, a new two-step transition into superconductivity was seen when a 70 nm gold
wire 1.2 µm long is contacted by superconducting tungsten electrodes: a sharp drop in
resistance near 4.2K and a second drop to
zero resistance near 3.4K. Resistance vs.
magnetic field scans show a mini-gap phase
and also terraces as the resistance R approaches the normal-state value. The sensitivity of resistance to magnetic field (dR/dB)
shows periodic peaks separated by 0.25T. An
intriguing model posits that the periodic oscil-

lations in dR/dB in the Au nanowire are consequences of individual quantum vortices being generated and passing across the
nanowire.
The Center has continued to make major
advances in nanostructures grown in
mesostructured optical fibers (MOFs).
Through extensive development of high pressure deposition chemistry, IRG4 researchers
have realized low optical loss (<0.5 dB/cm)
void-free polycrystalline ZnSe fiber cores in
microstructured optical fiber (MOF) templates, opening a new subfield of crystalline
compound semiconductor optical fibers. It
has not previously been possible to exploit the
superior optical and electronic properties of
compound semiconductors in the technologically important fiber geometry. Extending this
control of subwavelength structure to 2D, a
combination of feed-forward theoretical
methods and microfabrication was used to
predict and verify effective designs for refractive index engineering in planar metallodielectric structures. The IRG has demonstrated
for the first time a free-standing zero index
meta-material (ZIM) in the near-IR regime. A
spectral holography setup that was designed
and built in-house was used to fully characterize its complex scattering parameters (amplitudes and phases), which were then used to
retrieve the effective medium parameters of
the device. The meta-material structure is
composed of free-standing Au/PI/Au trilayer
structure perforated with square air holes and
is mechanically robust and flexible.
Broader Impact. The Center continues to
serve as a hub for connecting students, postdocs, and faculty at Penn State to a wide
range of outreach educational and outreach
activities. The Center’s outreach targets the
audience of many by engaging the complementary skills of partner institutions, such as
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the museum shows in partnership with the
Franklin Institute. These museum shows at
the Franklin and 20 partner science museums
were estimated to reach over 100,000 participants in 2010. The Center’s outreach also targets the audience of one, through hands-on
research experiences, summer camps, workshops, and local events that benefit both participants and student mentors from the Center.
In 2010, the fourth museum show on renewable energy was brought close to completion;
it is scheduled for distribution to partner science museums in 2011. Two successful summer camps were delivered in 2010, one targeting a very young demographic (Gee Wizards, grades 2–4) and another aimed at highschool students being groomed for future
leadership roles (Science Leadership Camp).
The latter camp was substantially enhanced
from its first-ever offering in the previous
year and included a very successful evening
mixer between the campers and MRSEC scientists at all levels. The Center continues to
work energetically to increase the participation of women and under-represented minorities at all levels. At the K-12 levels, diversityfocused activities included the science leadership camp and guided inquiry summer laboratory experiences for high school students
from disadvantaged schools through the Upward Bound program. The Center’s REU
program continues to be strongly diversityfocused, leveraging partnerships with
minority-serving institutions in Puerto Rico,
Texas, and Louisiana.
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User of
shared facilities
yes

Bioengineering
Peter Butler

Center Affiliate

Seed

Chemical Engineering
Kyle Bishop
Ali Borhan
Enrique Gomez
Darrell Velegol

Center Affiliate
Center Support
Center Support
Center Support

Seed
IRG 2
Seed
IRG 2
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yes
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Chemistry
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Seed
IRG 4
Education Outreach
Seed
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Seed
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Electrical Engineering
Thomas Jackson
I. C. Khoo
Zhiwen Liu
Theresa Mayer
Douglas Werner
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IRG 4
IRG 4
IRG 3 & 4
IRG 4
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Civil Engineering
John Regan

Center Affiliate
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no

IRG 2
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Engineering Science and Mechanics
Tony Jun Huang
Center Support

Materials Science and Engineering
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Long-Qing Chen
Elizabeth Dickey
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Venkatraman Gopalan
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Michael Hickner
Center Support
Suzanne Mohney
Center Support
Joan Redwing
Center Support

IRG 1
IRG 3
IRG 1 & 4
Seed
IRG 3
IRG 3

yes
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yes
yes
yes
yes

Physics
Moses Chan
Vincent Crespi
Jainendra Jain
Gerald Mahan
Ronald Redwing
Nitin Samarth
Peter Schiffer
Jorge Sofo
Jun Zhu
Xiaoxing Xi

IRG 3
IRG 2 & 4
IRG 3
Seed
Education Outreach
IRG 3
IRG 1 & 3
Seed
Seed
IRG 1

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Center Support
Center Support
Center Support
Center Support
Center Support
Center Support
Center Support
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Jayatri Das (Education) Franklin Institute (Received Center Support in a subcontract)
Steven Snyder (Education) Franklin Institute (Received Center Support in a subcontract)
Craig Fennie (IRG 1) Cornell University (Received Center Support in a subcontract)
Xiaoqing Pan (IRG 1) University of Michigan (Received Center Support in a
subcontract)
Karin Rabe (IRG 1) Rutgers University (Received Center Support in a subcontract)
Ramesh Ramamoorthy (IRG 1) UC Berkeley (Received Center Support in a subcontract)
Nicola Spaldin (IRG 1) UC Santa Barbara (Received Center Support in a subcontract)
Kevin Kelly (IRG 2) Rice University (Received Center Support in a subcontract)
James Tour (IRG 2) Rice University (Received Center Support in a subcontract)
Paul Weiss (IRG 2) UC Los Angeles (Received Center Support in a subcontract)
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Laboratory
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Field of Expertise

IRG
Association
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User
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Shared
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No

IRG2
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IRG 2
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IRG 2
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d.arnold@qut.edu.au
jianzhuang@ustb.edu.cn
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Synthetic Chemistry

IRG 2
IRG 2

No
No

sugiura@porphyrin.jp
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IRG 2

No

IRG 2

No

IRG 2

No

IRG 2

No
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No
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Institution
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Chris Leighton

University of Minnesota
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Ilia Ivanov
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Tao Ye

University of Merced
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Xi-kun Xue

University of Beijing
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Mao-hai Xie

Hong Kong University
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Xu-cun Ma

Chinese Academy of
Sciences

xcma@aphy.iphy.ac.cn

Field of Expertise

Scanning tunneling
microspcopy
Charactertization
synthesis, properties of
organic thin flims and
carbon nanotubes
Nanoscience
MBE growth and surface
characterization of
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MBE growth of
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MBE growth and surface
characterization of
topological insulators
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Michael Zharnikov

University of
Heidelberg, Germany
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Penn State University
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Edward Postelhwait
Richard Corley
A.C. Mitus
Antonio d’ Alessandro
Mario Pantoja
Pier Sazio
Anna Peacock
Noel Healy
Priyanth Mehta
Laura Lagonigro

University of Alabama,
Birmingham
Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory
Wroclaw University of
Technology, Institure of
Physcis
University of Rome
University of Granada,
Spain
University of
Southampton
University of
Southampton
University of
Southampton
University of
Southampton
University of
Southampton

epostlethwait@ms.soph.uab.edu
rick.corley@pnl.gov
antoni.mitus@pwr.wroc.pl
antonio.dalessandro@uniroma1.it
mario@ugr.es
Pjas@orc.soton.ac.uk
acp@orc.soton.ac.uk
nvh@orc.soton.ac.uk
Pm4g09@orc.soton.ac.uk
lat@orc.soton.ac.uk

Field of Expertise
Synchrotron radiation
Xray spectroscopy for
monolayers
Scanning probe
characterization of
molecular assemblies
Atomistic simulation and
surface science
Environmental health
sciences
Computational biology
Theoretical simulation of
liquid crystals
metamaterials
Tunable and nonlinear
optical waveguides
Computational
electromagnetic
Optoelectronics and
optical fibers
Optoelectronics and
optical fibers
Optoelectronics and
optical fibers
Optoelectronics and
optical fibers
Optoelectronics and
optical fibers

IRG
Association

Shared
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User

IRG 4

No

IRG 4

No

IRG 4

No

IRG 4

No

IRG 4

No

IRG 4

No

IRG 4

No

IRG 4

No

IRG 4

No

IRG 4

No

IRG 4

No

IRG 4

No

IRG 4

No

Collaborator
Ken Schepler
Patrick Berry

Institution
Wright Patterson
Airforce Base
Wright Patterson
Airforce Base

E-mail

Field of Expertise

IRG
Association

Shared
Facilities
User

Kenneth.Schepler@wpafb.af.mil

Infrared lasers

IRG 4

No

Patrick.Berry@wpafb.af.mil

Infrared lasers

IRG 4

No

Ed/Out

No

Ed/Out

No

Scott McDonald

Penn State University

sum16@psu.edu

Greg Kelly

Penn State University

gjk13@psu.edu
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Strategic Plan
4. Strategic Plan
Development of Center Vision and Mission: Nanoscale science is a rapidly growing field that is
transforming materials science, not only by providing materials with enhanced properties for
traditional applications but also by providing access to wholly new, transformational physical
phenomena. Over the next decade, nano-materials are expected to play an increasingly important
role in solar energy conversion, electronics, biology and environmental technology. In large
measure the success of these applications depends on innovation in materials discovery, and
especially on understanding of new physics that is unique to the nanoscale. Recognizing the
importance of the connection between emerging science and societal benefit, the mission of the
Center is to design and discover materials with fundamentally new physical properties and
functions, focusing especially on phenomena that are unique to nanoscale dimensions. Success in
this effort requires the participation of multi-disciplinary teams that combine expertise in
materials synthesis, fabrication, theory, physical property measurements and device engineering.
Projects in the Center are expected to be at the forefront of their field scientifically, to be
intrinsically interdisciplinary and in appropriate cases to transition to practical technology.
Considering the scale of the Center, the projects should assume greater risk and ambition than a
typical single-investigator effort. Renewal of the Center’s scientific focus is driven by new
discoveries in the interdisciplinary research groups, and by a robust seed program that draws on
talent from a large pool of materials researchers at Penn State and collaborating institutions.
Periodic internal review of all programs is an important factor in maintaining the high quality
and productivity of Center research. Center research is integrated with educational and industrial
outreach that engages all its members and leverages the expertise of several partner
organizations: these efforts are seen as valuable not only for the recipients (the public, students,
industry) but also for the participants, as career development experience in communicating and
translating research towards larger societal needs. The Center supports the career development of
young scientists and those from under-represented groups through its seed program, internships,
coordination with departmental admissions committees, research experiences, and outreach
activities. This management philosophy and strategic plan for the Center has been developed
jointly by the members of the IRGs, who meet weekly for seminars and informal discussions, by
the past and present Center directors, and by the Executive Committee. It is expected that the
future vision for the Center will continue to evolve with bottom-up input from its creative and
enrgetic membership.
Research Goals: Transformed by the injection of new ideas and new participants, the topical
emphasis of the IRGs has changed very substantially since the Center’s establishment in 2000.
The core research goals of the Center in hard and soft materials were re-defined by the four IRGs
in the competitive renewal process of 2008. In 2010, four seed projects were added with the goal
of exploring innovative high-risk ideas and improving the representation of faculty who are
early-career or from under-represented groups. “Nanostructured Phase Change Building Blocks
for Optical Metamaterials,” Raymond Schaak (Chem) and Kyle Bishop (Chem Eng) redirects
efforts in IRG4 towards new materials and new synthesis techniques. “New Roto Symmetries
and Properties in Complex Oxides,” Susan Trolier-McKinstry (MatSE) and Venkat Gopalan
(MatSE) adds a new component to IRG1. “Spin Polarization Control in Graphene,” Jun Zhu adds
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an early-career faculty member in an emerging area related to IRG3. “Charge Transfer Complex
Organic Photovoltaics,” John Asbury (Chem), Vin Crespi, Enrique Gomez (Chem Eng) and
Michael Hickner (MatSE) initiates a possible future IRG-level activity in OPV.
In the next year, the Center will solicit larger-then-usual Seed proposals called “IRG Seeds” that
have the potential to spark a new IRG; we will also continue to critically review ongoing efforts
within IRGs. In initiating new projects and evaluating continuing ones, the Center will respond
to new scientific opportunities and societal needs by exploiting synergistic collaborations across
fields. The following provides a picture of the Center’s current activities and research goals for
the next three years:
IRG1 will focus on strain tuning and resulting new phenomena in complex oxides in which two
or more ferroic (ferroelectric, ferroelastic, magnetic) order parameters exist within a single
material. The intricate coupling between spin-charge-and-lattice degrees of freedom are
expected to give rise to a rich spectrum of new phenomena and cross-coupled properties with
fundamental scientific merits on their own, as well as potential applications in highly tunable
electronic and optical properties, and electrical control of magnetism. Predictive theory plays a
crucial role in these studies.
In IRG2, nanostructures that employ catalytically driven ion flow, hydrolysis, redox-induced
changes in binding, and isomerization will be designed, fabricated, and modeled, inspired by the
dynamic interplay of nanomachines that comprise living systems. This research will advance the
fundamental understanding of nanomotor design to enable applications in the dynamical
organization of nanomaterials and nanosystems, separations, sensing, actuation and biomedicine.
Particular focus will be placed on collective interactions between motors, and the extension of
motor functionality by incorporation of internal state variables.
IRG3 will explore new phenomena related to charge and spin transport in quasi-1D
nanostructures, using single-crystal nanowires grown by electrochemical and CVD methods and
coupling theoretical modeling to low-temperature transport measurements. This effort is
motivated by fundamental questions that may also have technological applications in
superconductivity, computing devices based on spin, and semiconductor nanowire
electronics. Extensions to include novel high-pressure synthesis techniques and emerging
quantum grounds states will rejuvenate and extend this effort in new directions.
IRG4 seeks to design and fabricate in-fiber and planar nanostructured devices that manipulate
and channel electromagnetic (E-M) radiation across the spectrum. The goals of the work are to
access new physical regimes and enable new technologies by directing the spatial organization
and integration of metals, semiconductors, and dielectrics on sub-wavelength length scales.
Feed-forward computational methods are a key component of these material and device designs.
The incipient merger of these two platforms, through incorporation of high-pressure techniques
into planar platforms and the investigation of planar platforms with patterned two-dimensional
cross-sections will open up new areas of study.
The seed grant program will continue to be an important avenue for promoting new research
ideas, particularly high-risk projects proposed by both early-career and established faculty. A
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strong matching commitment from Penn State allows the Center to support several seed projects
in each annual competition. Historically, the seed program has been an important engine of
innovation in the Center; for example, it led to the establishment of a new IRG (now IRG1) in
the latest renewal.
Metrics: The Center’s metrics for success include the number of collaborative publications,
particularly those in high-profile journals and with multi-point collaboration, the degrees,
training and outcomes of a diverse body of participants, numbers of patents, development of
industrial and international collaborations, industrial co-sponsorship of research, and transfer of
technology developed in the Center.
Educational and Diversity Goals: The Center will maximize its educational impact by coupling
the expertise and enthusiasm of all of its members with our partners' expertise in reaching large
audiences. The Science-U summer camps, now offered across grades 3–11, will continue to
develop new content on topics that resonate with the public (Mythbusters, Crime Scene
Investigators, Harry Potter, etc.). In partnership with The Franklin Institute (TFI), new museum
shows will be created for distribution to a national network of science museums, reaching an
audience of hundreds of thousands. The TFI connection has helped to establish ties with the
Science Leadership Academy, a new magnet school in Philadelphia; we will deepen these ties
through participation in a short course offered at the Franklin for SLA students. A broad range of
high schools and middle schools are being reached through teacher training workshops and
research experiences, and a diverse group of students are mentored in the REU program. All
major outreach programs will be regularly assessed for efficacy and impact. Center outreach
activities will continue to be integrated into the Center’s ongoing research activities through
outreach showcases embedded into the MRSEC seminar series, and the involvement of outreach
officers in regular IRG research meetings and activities.
The Center will recruit students and postdocs from under-represented groups through ongoing
collaborations with partner institutions in Puerto Rico and Texas, through the MRSEC facilities
network, and by cultivating faculty contacts with minority-serving institutions as possible seeds
of future PREM proposals. The goal here is to increase the representation of women and
minorities at all levels in the Center and substantially exceed the level of their representation at
Penn State as a whole. By coordinating with diversity-focused recruiting efforts across the
campus through our Diversity Committee, the Center will serve as a model and an agent for
positive change in developing a diverse, interdisciplinary scientific workforce.
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Faculty: V. Gopalan (IRG leader), L.Q. Chen, P.E. Schiffer, R. Engel-Herbert (all Penn State),
X.X. Xi (Temple), D. G. Schlom (Cornell), K. M. Rabe (Rutgers), R. Ramesh (UC Berkeley),
N.A. Spaldin (UC Santa Barbara), X.Q. Pan (University of Michigan), S. Trolier-McKinstry
(seed, Penn State), C. Fennie (seed, Cornell).
Students and Postdocs: June Hyuk Lee (Penn State), Helen He (Berkeley), Robert Zeches
(Berkeley), Alison Hatt (graduated, June 2010, postdoc, July-Nov 2010, UCSB), Charles Brooks
(Penn State), Benjamin Winchester (Penn State), Carl-Johan Eklund (graduated 2010, Rutgers),
Amit Kumar (graduated, 2010, Penn State), Eftihia Vlahos (Penn State), Che-Hui (Kevin) Lee
(Penn State), Yijia Gu (Penn State), Chris Nelson (U. Michigan), Alexander Melville (Cornell),
Turan Birol (Cornell), Ryan Haislmaier (Penn State), Jessica Leung (Penn State), Arnab SenGupta (Penn State), Raegan Johnson (Penn State), L. Palova (Rutgers), Craig Eaton (Penn State),
Xianglin Ke (ex-Postdoc, Penn State, now at ORNL), Rajiv Misra (Postdoc, Penn State), Sava
Denev (Postdoc, Penn State), Anil Kumar (Rutgers), H. He (Berkeley).
Goal: This IRG broadly focuses on strain tuning and the resulting new phenomena in
multiferroic materials wherein two or more ferroic (ferroelectric, ferroelastic, magnetic) order
parameters co-exist in a single material. The rich interplay of coupled spin, charge, and lattice
degrees of freedom generates a rich spectrum of new phenomena with fundamental scientific
merits as well as potential applications in tunable electronic or optical properties and electrical
control of magnetism. The IRG focuses on complex oxides strain tuned in thin films of high
crystalline perfection, precisely controlling strain state through appropriate choice of substrates
and growth conditions by conventional and laser-based molecular beam epitaxies. The team’s
expertise spans first principles and phase-field modeling predictions of new materials and
phenomena, synthesis, structural electrical, magnetic and optical characterization, and prototype
device demonstrations.
Summary of Accomplishments: Since its inception as a MRSEC seed in 2006 – 2007, this
group has published ~91 peer-reviewed papers, with 27 papers in 2008, 28 in 2009, and 29 in
2010. This output includes 1 in Nature, 3 in Science, 9 in Physical Review Letters and a number
of other journals such as Physical Review B, Nature Materials, Nature Physics, Annual Review
of Condensed Matter Physics, Applied Physics Letters, the Journal of Applied Physics, and others. The team has graduated 3 PhDs and 2 postdocs so far.
Teaming and Interactions: This IRG is unique in having a deep, complementary and mutually
supporting mixture of Penn State and external collaborators. The IRG1 team holds regular teleconferences (friday noons EST) with one topic per week; these are well-attended by PIs and students alike. The group has an evenly distributed center of gravity, with ideas, initiatives, and
leadership arising spontaneously from all quarters. In this sense, it is self-powered. A key
strength has been close interactions between the theorists and experimentalists. A majority of
publications are highly collaborative in nature. The IRG is both fun and productive.
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS AND PLANS:
Strong Ferroelectric Ferromagnet through Spin-Phonon Coupling: Fennie and Rabe predicted that a paraelectric antiferromagnet such as EuTiO3 will become a ferroelectric ferromagnet under biaxial tension or compression. The Schlom group synthesized these films under biaxial tension and compression using oxide MBE with very high crystalline quality (15 arc sec Xray rocking curve width) and control over the Eu2+ oxidation state, as confirmed by Freeland at
Argonne National Lab. The Gopalan group confirmed using optical second harmonic generation
that the films are mm2 in biaxial tension and ferroelectric below 140K. Orlita (Grenoble,
international collaborator) confirmed the magnetoelectric effect and Kamba (Czech republic,
international collaborator) confirmed the relevant soft modes and dielectric anomaly at the ferroelectric transition. The Schiffer group confirmed a ferromagnetic transition below 3K using
SQUID measurements. Johnston-Halperin at Ohio State confirmed the ferromagnetic state using
magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) experiments. The next step will be to show that electric
fields can modulate magnetism and vice versa. The Rabe group has predicted that SrMnO3 will
be the “next EuTiO3”, but with a higher ferromagnetic transition temperature, ~100K. Experiments are underway to test these predictions.

(Left) Ferroelectricity: Optical second harmonic generation hysteresis loop and the corresponding polarization
loop for EuTiO3/DyScO3 at 5K. (Right) Ferromagnetism: Magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) measurement at
2.0 K for EuTiO3/DyScO3 (red open circles), EuTiO3/SrTiO3 (blue open squares), EuTiO3/LSAT (green open diamonds), and DyScO3 substrate (gold open triangles). Ref. [1].

Strain-Induced Isosymmetric Phase Boundary in Multiferroics: The IRG has recently shown
that strain can induce a morphotropic phase boundary in multiferroic BiFeO3 films. Strain can
transform a rhombohedral phase to a tetragonal phase, and these two phases coexist in a single
material, with commensurate boundaries, even though there is nearly 10% lattice strain upon
transforming from one phase to another. We have also shown that electric field can reversibly
switch between the tetragonal and rhombohedral phases, thus leading to large piezoelectric and
polarization switching characteristics. The emergence of enhanced spontaneous magnetizations
in self-assembled, epitaxial nanostructures of tetragonal (T-phase) and rhombohedral (R-phase)
phases of multiferroic BiFeO3 was demonstrated. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism based photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) was applied to investigate the local nature of this mag-
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netism. We found that the spontaneous magnetization of the R-phase is significantly enhanced
above the canted antiferromagnetic moment in the bulk phase, as a consequence of a piezomagnetic coupling to the adjacent T-phase and the epitaxial constraint. Reversible electric field control and manipulation of this magnetic moment at room temperature was shown using a combination of piezoresponse force microscopy and PEEM. The complete strain phase diagram of
BiFeO3 predicted by Chen is curently being mapped using growth and property measurements.
This material will be explored as an alternative to PZT piezoelectrics.
Multiferroicity through coupled Jahn-Teller distortion and Dyalozynskii-Moriya coupling:
Fennie predicted from symmetry arguments and first principles theory that ABO3 compounds
with the LiNbO3 (LN) structure and “A” as the magnetic ion will have fully coupled ferroelectricity with weak canting magnetism, large ferroelectric polarizations (order of 100µC/cm2), high
ferroelectric transition temperatures (>1000°C), and high Néel temperatures. FeTiO3, MnTiO3,
NiTiO3 assume an ilmenite phase at the normal atmospheric pressure. High-pressure single crystal and polycrystalline FeTiO3 samples in the LN phase were fabricated by J. Mitchell (Argonne
National Labs). The Gopalan group has now demonstrated polar order, as well as ferroelectric
switching in the LN phase at room temperature, which is absent in the ilmenite phase. The Schiffer group confirmed antiferromagnetism with a weak ferromagnetic canting below ~110K. Additional investigations will be performed to demonstrate coupling between magnetism and ferroelectricity, especially neutron diffraction (European collaborations), and nonlinear optics (Gopalan). Thin films can also stabilize the high-pressure phase in these materials and the Schlom
group has been successful in synthesizing FeTiO3 films by MBE.
Structure of a Single Ferroelectric Domain Wall: An antiparallel ferroelectric wall is a narrow
(~nm wide) Ising wall. Gopalan and Kalinin groups have shown that though a single ferroelectric
domain wall is a unit cell sharp (~nm), it can influence domain switching up to 5 µm away. The
key we discovered is that the wall region is extremely ferroelectrically soft, requiring an order of
magnitude lower electric fields than the bulk to exhibit ferroelectric switching. In a second insight, it is well accepted that ferroelectric walls are Ising-type walls. Or are they? Chen, Phillpot
and Gopalan have recently shown that classic ferroelectrics that are nominally considered Ising
walls actually have mixed Ising-Bloch-Neel-like character as in magnetic walls. This character is
dramatically enhanced in multilayers. The team has shown that multilayer oxide heterostructures
of ferroelectric/dielectric such as BaTiO3/SrTiO3. Experiments to test the local structure of a ferroelectric wall in a number of other systems such as BaTiO3, PbTiO3 and KNbO3 are underway,
using scanning probe microscopy, and electron microscopy.
Strain-enabled Ferroelectricity: Strontium titanate in its bulk form is not ferroelectric. We have
shown that strained SrTiO3 becomes multiferroic. Recently, the IRG has also demonstrated direct
integration of ferroelectric SrTiO3 onto silicon. Interestingly, we have recently observed that
SrTiO3 also shows relaxor ferroelectricity even in the unstrained state. It appears that the role of
strain in SrTiO3 is to stabilize long-range ferroelectric correlation between nanoscale polar clusters.
Magnetoelectric Heterostructures: The Magnetoelectric effect involves inducing a magnetization with applied electric field or a polarization with a magnetic field. A magnetoelectric device
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concept based on BiFeO3 has been demonstrated. The reversal of ferroelectric polarization also
reverses the plane of easy magnetization, which can then be used in an exchange bias geometry
to switch magnetic domains of a magnetic film on the surface.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS: In addition to the specific future plans outlined above, here are the
broad outlines of what the IRG will be investigation.
Hidden Symmetries and Roto Properties: The structure of materials is described by a combination of rotations, rotation-inversions and translational symmetries. By recognizing the reversal
of static structural rotations between clockwise and counterclockwise directions as a distinct
symmetry operation, , (see Figure 2) Gopalan and Litvin have shown that there are many
more structural symmetries than are currently recognized in right- or left-handed handed helices,
spirals, and in antidistorted structures composed equally of rotations of both handedness. For example, although a helix or spiral cannot possess conventional mirror or inversion symmetries,
they can possess them in combination with the rotation reversal symmetry. Similarly, many antidistorted perovskites possess twice the number of symmetry elements as conventionally identified. These new symmetries, referred to as “roto” symmetries, predict new forms for roto properties that relate to static rotations, such as rotoelectricity, piezorotation, and rotomagnetism. These
symmetry insights enable a symmetry-based search for new phenomena, such as multiferroicity
involving a coupling of spins, electric polarization and static rotations. The Spaldin group has
predicted piezorotation in strained LaAlO3 from first principles. Fennie has predicted Ca3Mn2O7
to couple polarization and magnetism through octahedral rotations (arXiv:1007.1003v1
[cond-mat.mtrl-sci]). These new properties will
be experimentally studied. Through seed funding, Trolier-Mckinstry and Gopalan are initiating experiments to measure linear rotoelectric
effect in a number of oxides.

Figure 2: a. Gopalan has introduced a new symmetry
operation,
, to reverse static axial vectors, and complete the missing entry (orange box). 1' is time reversal
and
is spatial inversion symmetries. If the colors of
a structural motif, as in b, denote static rotations, +!
and -!, the rotation reversal symmetry operation
switches them to -! and +!, respectively, as in c.

Ferroic Coupling and the Role of Dimensionality in Layered Complex Oxides: This
seed effort is based on our preliminary (unpublished) experimental discovery of the first ferroelectric material with finite n in a
Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) series. Preliminary
results on strained Srn+1TinO3n+1 are shown at
right, where the well-known perovskite SrTiO3
is the n = ! member of this series. Strained
SrTiO3 can be driven ferroelectric with a modest biaxial strain, yet as conjectured by Fennie
and Schlom, the n = 1 member of the series remains paraelectric for the same strain state. The
manner in which ferroelectricity emerges as the
number of perovskite blocks n increases is a
fundamentally interesting challenge in its own
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right, and a proper understanding could open new avenues in materials design to control and position a system on the border of a ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition, which when combined with magnetism could create strongly-coupled multiferroics. Experiments show that although the strain decreases with n, n=2 is not ferroelectric, whereas n=3, 4, and 5 are ferroelectric and the Curie temperature Tc increases
with n. This indicates the importance of the
“dimensionality” n in turning on and off the
ferroelectric properties of the series. This
seed collaboration involves Fennie, Schlom,
Takeuchi, (Maryland MRSEC), and Gopalan. These insights could enable the RP
structure to serve as a general template for a
new class of ferroelectric and multiferroic
materials with coupled properties.
New Metastable Phases in Old FerroelecFigure 3. The n = 1 (Sr2TiO4), n = 2 (Sr3Ti2O7), n = 3
trics: The Rabe group predicted that non(Sr4Ti3O10), n = 4 (Sr5Ti4O13), n = 5 (Sr6Ti5O16), and n = !
polar CaTiO3 will become ferroelectric upon (SrTiO3) members of the homologous Ruddlesden-Popper
straining. However, the compressive strain
series of compounds Srn+1TinO3n+1. Ti4+ ions lie at the cendoes not induce ferroelectricity. This interter of the oxygen coordination polyhedra (octahedra). The
esting coupling between rotation and ferroe- filled circles represent Sr2+ ions.
lectricity has been confirmed experimentally
and the manuscript is in preparation to be submitted to Physical Review Letters. Interestingly, the
Gopalan group has discovered that even
the surface of a CaTiO3 single crystal,
which is otherwise nonpolar in bulk,
shows polar domains, as shown in Figure 4. Thus surfaces appear to be very
interesting. The Gopalan group has also
discovered a new monoclinic phase in
BaTiO3, also shown in Figure 4. Ba!
TiO3 is one of the first ferroelectrics,
being discovered 50 years ago. This
Figure 4: Optical second harmonic generation images of (left)
Surface of a CaTiO3 single crystal showing that the surface has newly discovered monoclinic phase appolar domains, and (right) the classic a1-a2 domain structure in pears very sensitive to strain and hence
tetragonal BaTiO3. The unusual bright “flow” pattern in the mid- highly tunable by fields and strain, an
dle of the image is an unusual monoclinic phase discovered by
area of ongoing investigation.
Kumar, Barnes & Vlahos in Gopalan group. (Unpublished work).
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Faculty: P. Butler, V. H. Crespi, T. J. Huang, T. E. Mallouk, A. Sen, D. Velegol, K. F. Kelly
(Rice), J. M. Tour (Rice), and P. S. Weiss (UCLA).
Students and Postdocs: Michael Ibele (Ph.D. 2010), Shakuntala Sundararajan (Ph.D. 2010),
Yang Wang (Ph.D. 2010), Shraddha Surve (M.S. 2010), Joseph McDermott, Ryan Pavlick,
Samudra Sengupta, Wei “Tiger” Wang, Amir Nourhani, Young-Moo Byun, Bala Krishna Pathem,
Ajeet Kumar, Tomohide Takami, Qingzhen Hao, Paul Lammert, Bala Krishna Juluri, Yue Bing
Zheng, Jinjie Shi, Yanhui Zhao, Yanjun Liu, Pin-Lei Edmund Chu (Rice) Tsong Chiang (Rice),
Jazmin Godoy-Vargas (Rice), Guillaume Vives (Rice), Jason M. Guerrero (Rice).
External Collaborators: Ubaldo. M. Córdova-Figueroa (Univ. Puerto Rico), Misael Diaz
(Univ. Puerto Rico).
Goals: IRG2 aims to control autonomous motion of objects spanning from the nano to the
microscale, to attack one of the grand challenges in science: How can we master energy and
information on the nano and microscale to create new technologies with capabilities ultimately
rivaling those of living things?
Catalytic motors are a novel class of nano- and microscale particles and assemblies that convert
chemical energy to mechanical forces. In the absence of information in the form of gradients,
individual motors move in random direction. In the presence of magnetic fields, or chemical,
ionic or light gradients they move directionally, exhibiting the phenomenon of taxis. The
observed movement is in accord with transport physics studied and modeled by our groups.
Collectively the motors give more complex behaviors, such as schooling or predator-prey
phenomena due to motor-motor interactions of diverse origin, such as overlapping ion gradients
generated by reactions at the motors’ surfaces. Because of the continuous input of energy, these
are driven systems that operate far from equilibrium. Many of the observed behavior are
strikingly similar to those in living systems and can be modeled accordingly.
The IRG has made several significant discoveries in catalytic motors over the past year. We have
discovered that individual nanometer-scale catalyst molecules, such as enzymes, display
enhanced movement in the presence of substrates, motion that increases with substrate
concentration. Further, this increase is attenuated by the addition of an inhibitor. The microscopic origin of this enhanced movement – whether due to an imbalanced local environment (for
e.g. charged reactants or products) or modulations in local viscosity or otherwise – is an area of
current investigation. The observation of increased movement of molecular catalysts when they
are turning over substrates may alter our view of catalysis in a fundamental way. It is now
accepted that many molecular machines in living systems – proteins that perform crucial tasks of
life, from shuttling molecules through membranes to reading information off of DNA – function
as Brownian ratchets. They are powered through catalysis and it is conceivable that the
movements of these enzyme-based biological machines are facilitated by their increased
diffusion rates in the presence of substrates. The work on single catalyst molecules will link the
nano-scale molecular motors with micro-scale catalytic motors as we scale up from single
catalyst molecules (enzymes) to the same catalysts tethered to micro-scale objects.
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Future research in the area will involve the exploitation of substrate-induced increase in diffusion
to cause directed motion of enzymes and enzyme-anchored nano and microparticles. We will use
an externally imposed substrate gradient as a means of directing motion through chemotaxis.
Further work will involve the use of directed motion to engineer emergent, collective behavior
amongst motors. One example is spatiotemporal arrangement of nano/micro-objects. Another
method of engineering collective behavior is by taking advantage of catalyst cascades where the
product of one catalytic reaction is the substrate for the next. Spatial gradients in the
concentrations of such species will provide another modality for motor-motor interactions and
non-linear pattern formation.
Another achievement of the IRG in the past year is the development of a technique to make fast
catalytic rotors and demonstrating that they develop pair-wise attractive or repulsive interactions
at tip distances in the range of one micron, depending on the sense of rotation. This phenomenon
– unexpected at very low Reynolds number because of time-reversal symmetry of the
hydrodynamics – remains mysterious and is being probed in detail. Current hypotheses appeal to
non-hydrodynamic time-reversal breaking phenomena such as the van der Waals component of
the interaction between metallic tips at closest approach and the underlying non-time-reversalsymmetric nature of the underlying catalytic reaction. Less strong rotors exhibit a dynamic
stabilization of their sense of rotation due to the torques induced by the powered component of
their motion, and we are also analyzing the dynamical crossover from random alternation of
sense-of-rotation (at weak rotation) to strong stabilization (at rapid rotation): a dynamical, nonequilibrium symmetry breaking of the chiral symmetry of the rotor+substrate system. We have
developed an analytical model of rotor propulsion that explains the radius of curvature of rotor
“orbits” and provides insights into the reason that rotors with extra metal layers evaporated onto
their sides move in particularly tight circles (i.e. due to an unanticipated short circuit between the
putatively-insulted metal adlayer and the original axial bimetallic components). We are also
developing a highly detailed coupled hydrodynamic-electrokinetic model for catalytic motor
propulsion, solvable with iterative numerical methods to obtain the spatially varying proton
concentration around the motors and the resulting propulsive forces.
Working with a physics group at ESPCI (Paris Tech), we have discovered that catalytically
powered Au-Pt motors are very similar to flagellar bacteria in their momentum transfer to
unpowered tracer particles at surfaces, despite the very different propulsion mechanisms. This
work also led to the chance discovery that fast axial movement of nanorods in fluids can be
driven by ultrasound, presumably because of the asymmetric “rocket” shape of rods made by
electrodeposition in anodic alumina templates. We will continue to work with the ESPCI group
on the interactions of rotors with tracer particles and on the mechanism of ultrasonically
propelled rod motion.
We also continue to explore the range of catalytic reactions that can be used to transduce
chemical energy to motion, allowing motility to be built into specific material systems, and to be
compatible with existing technologies. Two systems that are currently under investigation
involve hydrolysis and polymerization reactions.
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A third area of research has been the optical
control of motor behavior: the combined
operation of cyclic chemical reactions and
propulsive motion in coupled populations of Ag/
AgCl particles that engage in periodic clumping
and explosion in a complex non-linear fashion,
with nearby clusters dynamically triggering the
explosions of nearby clusters in novel reaction
waves of a mixed character: part homogeneous
solution and part particle-surface mediated. The
figure at right – which depicts the probability that
a cluster will explode given that a cluster has
previously exploded a distance R away at the
specified time in the past, provides proof of
cluster-cluster interaction: the peak for a 0.2 s delay at around 20 microns clearly indicates
cluster-cluster correlations. The overlap of ion gradients of nearby particles produces a
particularly strong motor-motor coupling in these systems, with enticing prospects to exhibit
collective behaviors including particle-reaction waves, bistability, etc.
In the catalytic motor are as a whole, in 2010 we have discovered the first examples of nano/
micro-objects outside living systems that move autonomously by converting chemical energy
into mechanical forces. With very little “information” input (in the form of gradients), these
objects begin to display emergent collective behavior that were thought to lie solely in the realm
of biology. Freed of usual biological constraints, we now have the unprecedented opportunity to
probe the ultimate limits of self-organization in these dynamic systems that operate far from
equilibrium. Our eventual goal is to develop “intelligent” nano/microbots that can sense their
environment, communicate the information to other bots, and induce swarming behavior in
heterogeneous populations of these bots to produce pre-determined functional outcomes.
At smaller length scales, molecular motors designed to exhibit controlled mechanical motions
on the molecular scale present promising possibilities of building novel functional materials and
to extend ideas of catalytically-powered motion – already developed in solution on the singlemolecule level in the work described above – to molecular systems that are harnessed to
substrates or within active materials. Our research in molecular motors aims towards assembling
various single-molecule motors in well-defined nanoscale assemblies on surfaces to induce
controlled motion with light, electrons, and ions, and to harness these motions towards
applications in nano-electro-mechanical systems and nanophotonics.
As with catalytic motors, we have had several significant accomplishments in molecular motors
project over the past year. First, we have discovered that the structure of specially designed
rotaxane molecules can be changed reversibly between two (or more) stable states by employing
a redox reaction. We used the nanoscale motion induced within the molecule to generate
microscale motions by arranging them to work in unison. In order to control the motion and
orientation, we also studied the conformational changes in rotaxanes at the single-molecule level
and observed that conformational changes correlate with the known redox states of rotaxanes.
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The mechanical motions of these interlocked molecules are influenced by their interactions with
the surface and with neighboring molecules, as well as by conformations of the thread
component.
A new rigid tether (which can better decouple the rotaxane molecule from the substrate) in
combination with a conductive backbone (which can enable imaging of the linear thread of the
molecule) is being synthesized by our collaborators at Northwestern University (Prof. Fraser
Stoddart). This system will make scanning probe imaging of ring motion in rotaxanes more
facile and will improve its motive efficiency. The rigid backbone will also help us align the
molecules in specific directions thereby generating greater force when actuated. In addition, we
are designing 3D active metamaterials based on rotaxanes. Metamaterials with unique optical
properties (e.g. negative refractive index) have potential applications in high-resolution optical
imaging, electromagnetic invisibility, and nanophotonic integrated circuits, as are being pursued
in IRG4 (IRGs 2 and 4 have several points of contact, as we are also exploring using micro-scale
motors to facilitate the fabrication of the metallodielectric optical metamaterials pursued in
IRG4. For many of these applications, active metamaterials with externally controllable optical
responses are highly required. We will develop a self-assembly process for fabricating wellcontrolled 3D metamaterials - inverse metal colloidal crystals - functionalized with rotaxanes.
The dispersion and switching capability of the hybrid structures will be evaluated using optical
spectroscopy and theoretical modeling.
Using our stable, custom-built STM, we have monitored photoisomerization, selectively, in
single, isolated azobenzene molecules, a second form of motility at the single-molecule level. We
observed that the efficiency of photo-switching activity decreases with increasing thickness in
the chains. We established that the molecular units of the chain are electronically coupled to each
other, thereby enabling electrons to propagate along the chain. Using tunneling electrons from
the STM probe tip, we induced isomerization at one point of the chain and observed the effect
propagate along the entire chain. The ion resonance state has lower barrier for interconversion
between trans and cis states, thus the azobenzenes are able to isomerize at much lower energy
(2.0 eV) than that is required (3.4 eV). Quenching of the excitation responsible for isomerization
of the azobenzene moiety was reduced by lifting the moiety off the substrate and by minimizing
the conductivity of the tether. First-principles calculations are ongoing to elucidate the strength
of the electronic coupling along these azobenzene chains.
The current results from azobenzene studies indicate that by increasing the conductivity of the
tether, photoisomerization of the molecule is suppressed. To investigate the role of tether
conductivity on photoisomerization further, a tether with intermediate conductivity will be
employed. This molecule will have a phenyl ring attached to azobenzene moiety. The phenyl
ring has an approximately 30° twist angle with respect to the normal axis, thereby decreasing the
degree of π conjugation and decreasing the conductivity through the molecule as compared to a
fully conjugated system. Theoretical calculations for estimating the difference in conductivity of
the tethers are being performed by MRSEC collaborator professor Lasse Jensen. A direct
comparison of the switching efficiency with calculated conductivity of the tether will give a
quantitative determination of the role of tether in photoisomerization. To map out the role of
collective effects of molecular motion or structural phase transitions in two-dimensions, we need
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to overcome the problem of steric hindrance in the lattice. We have designed adamantanetrithiol
molecules functionalized with azobenzenes to create space around each azobenzene unit thereby
providing sufficient spatial freedom for switching of the entire monolayer. Also, the adamantyl
cage electronically decouples the azobenzene moiety from the substrate, thereby improving
switching efficiency. Synthesis of molecules is being done by the Tour group and measurements
by the Weiss group. The effects of the power of UV and visible lights on the rates of
isomerization will also be studied in order to establish the minimum power required for
triggering photo-switching.
Less constrained untethered motion is possible with molecular nanocars. The synthesis and ringopening metathesis polymerization activity of two nanocars functionalized with an olefin
metathesis catalyst was completed in 2010. In an effort to elucidate the mechanism of movement
of nano-vehicles on nonconducting surfaces, the synthesis of five fluorescently tagged nanocars
was completed and their optical properties were determined. The synthesis and imaging by
scanning tunneling microscopy of a nano-dragster were completed. A new class of nano-vehicles
incorporating trans-alkynyl(dppe)2 ruthenium-based wheels were also synthesized. A
computationally non-demanding method for simultaneously determining multiple trajectories of
single molecules was developed. Single molecule fluorescence imaging of dye-labeled nanocars
at room temperature was also investigated.
Many of these motors – at both the micro and nano scales – produce enhanced functionality if
they can interact with external fields. The IRG has been developing a new type of field with
which to control motors of diverse types: a standing surface acoustic wave. This active
separation technique uses standing surface acoustic wave to separate and/or pattern a wide range
of nanomaterials, including catalytic, biological and molecular motors. The excellent energy
confinement of SAWs propagating on a piezoelectric substrate makes this particle separation
device highly energy efficient.
A final area of IRG
investigation in 2010
involves the active control
of plasmonics using
molecular machines: the
IRG has demonstrated a
molecular-level active
plasmonic device based on
the formation of plasmonexciton states by assembling J-aggregate molecules on an array of gold nanodisks. By changing
the incident angle of incoming light, we observed plasmon-exciton coupling of variable
strengths. We have also demonstrated a frequency-addressed plasmonic switch by embedding
uniform gold nanodisk /holes into dual-frequency responsive liquid crystal molecules (DFLCs).
This DFLC-based active plasmonic system demonstrates an excellent, reversible, frequencydependent switching behavior and could be used in future integrated nanophotonic circuits.
Owing to the significance of these works, they have been selected as cover images of several
journals (figure above). We have also developed a wide range of plasmonic devices and currently
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exploring the possibility of active control through molecules that possess switchable exciton
states. We plan a new class of active plasmonic materials and devices based on precisely
controlled mechanical motions of artificial molecular muscles. A localized surface plasmon
resonance of a gold nanoparticle pair is highly dependent on the center-to-center distance of the
two nanoparticles. This dependence arises from the high sensitivity of plasmonic near-field
couplings between the two closely-positioned particles (with a gap smaller than the diameter) to
the distance. In 2011, the IRG plans to design and synthesize gold nanoparticle pairs bonded with
molecular muscles with a tunable length of <10 nm. Controlling the contraction and extension of
the molecular muscles will cause the change in the distance between the particles and thus the
reversible tuning of the localized surface plasmon resonance of the pair.
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This IRG aims to advance the understanding the physics of electrical transport in superconducting, metallic, magnetic and semiconducting nanowires. Our major themes are the search
for and understanding of superconductivity and non-Fermi
liquid behavior in the thinnest wires, proximity effects of
superconducting electrodes on superconducting, metallic and
magnetic nanowires, the search for exotic topological
quantum states created by spin-orbit coupling in 1D and the
injection and transport of spins in 1D semiconductors. Below,
we summarize our progress in some of these topics in the last
year and also list the new initiatives that we will be pursuing.

Figure 1: (a) Oscillations in dR/dB. (b)
The postulated proximity induced
superconducting gap function ! of the
gold wire contacted by superconducting
W electrodes at –L/2 and at L/2. Blue
circles represent quantum vortices
passing through the wire at different B.

Proximity effect in metallic and ferromagnetic nanowires:
When a 70 nm Au wire 1 µm long is contacted by
superconducting W electrodes, it becomes fully superconducting below 4.2 K, slightly below the superconducting
transition of W. However a wire 1.2 µm long acquires
superconductivity in two steps: a sharp drop in resistance
near 4.2K and a second drop to zero resistance near 3.4K.
Resistance vs. magnetic field scans show a minigap phase
and also terraces as R approaches the normal-state value. The
sensitivity of resistance to magnetic field, dR/dB, of both
wires shows uniform peaks separated by 0.25T, as shown in
Figure 1a. An intriguing model posits that the periodic
oscillations in dR/dB in the Au nanowire are consequences
of individual quantum vortices being generated and passing
across the nanowire, as depicted in Figure 1b. The physical
mechanism is thought to be related to a non-uniform
superconducting gap function ! along the wire.
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Due to contrasting spin order, the superconducting proximity effect in a ferromagnet is expected
to be very short range, at most a few nm. The IRG has found unexpectedly that a single-crystal
Co nano-wire 600 nm long and 40 nm wide is completely superconducting when contacted by
super-conducting W electrodes. For a longer wire (1.5µm) that is not fully super-conducting, a
large resistance peak is found preceding the onset of superconductivity. The very large spatial
extent of the proximity effect prompted the interesting proposal that proximity-induced
superconductivity in the Co (and also Ni) nanowires may have p-wave (instead of the usual swave) symmetry.
New Initiatives: The IRG is initiating critical theoretical
studies and control experiments to test the vortex model
of periodic peaks in the magneto-resistance of the gold
wire. We have also initiated new experiments to
determine if the long-range proximity effect seen in Co
nanowires is universal and present in other superconductor-ferromagnet systems, e.g. ferromagnetic
nanowire superconductor structures made by e-beam
evaporation and also in a metallic ferromagnetic shell
integrated to a semiconducting nanowire.

Figure 2: (a) HRTEM image of single Al

Anti-proximity effect in individual Al nanowires: The
nanowire of 70 nm diameter. (b) & (c)
SEM images of the nanowires contacted
IRG found a few years ago an unexpected phenomenon
by Pt and superconducting W electrodes.
where bulk superconducting Sn, In and Pb electrodes
The critical current is significantly
reduced with W electrodes.
suppress the superconductivity of 40 nm Zn nanowires
embedded inside porous membranes. When the bulk
electrodes are driven normal by a magnetic field, the superconductivity of the Zn wires recovers.
This anti-proximity effect (APE) was recently confirmed at the University of Minnesota on
thermally evaporated Zn wires. During the past year, we succeeded in fabricating single-crystal
Al nanowires by electro-deposition in an anhydrous electrolyte. In contrast to Zn wires, the Al
nanowires are protected by a stable oxide layer so that four-probe transport measurements on an
individual wire released from the porous membrane can be performed. The critical current
measured at zero magnetic field in an 70 nm Al wire contacted by normal Pt electrodes was
significantly higher than that when contacted by superconducting W leads. This effect is not seen
in a thicker (200 nm diameter) wire. This result indicates that superconductivity in a thin (70 nm)
Al NW is less robust when it is contacted by superconducting electrodes. The phenomenon was
also confirmed in an e-beam evaporated Al nanowire. These results demonstrate that the APE is
not limited to Zn wires and that the phenomenon is not driven by magnetic field.
New Initiatives: The well-characterized thin oxide layer makes the Al nanowire an attractive
system to carry out a tunneling study to map the superconducting gap along the length of the
wire (as a function of the distance from the electrodes) when the wire is superconducting and
when it is exhibiting anti-proximity behavior. This information will go a long way towards
revealing the physical mechanism of the APE.
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Fig. 3 (a) R vs. H scans at different temperatures of a 50 nm diameter Bi2Te3 nanowire. Insets show electron
diffraction and TEM images of the NW. A sharp minimum at zero field and resistance oscillations are seen at
low temperatures (b) Color scale plot of the temperature and bias dependence of the differential conductance of
a Bi2Se3 NR with W contacts, showing the onset of superconductivity in the W contacts at about 4 K, followed
by a zero resistance state in the NR below 3 K. The rich structure in the bias-dependent differential conductance
corresponds to multiple Andreev reflections that occur at subgap harmonics of the energy gap of W. Inset shows
the temperature dependence of the zero bias differential resistance.

Topological insulators in 1D: The narrow band-gap semiconductors Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 are
candidate materials for creating a new state of matter known as a topological insulator (TI) that is
predicted to support exotic quantum states such as Majorana fermions, magnetic monopoles and
axions in condensed matter. Most of the experiments carried out to date were on bulk crystals or
thin films samples grown on substrates by MBE or other methods. We have synthesized highquality single-crystal Bi2Se3 nano-ribbons (NRs) by CVD and single-crystal Bi2Te3 nanowires as
thin as 30 nm in diameter by electrochemical deposition. Magneto-resistance (MR)
measurements in a 50 nm Bi2Te3 wire show interesting oscillations (Fig. 3a) at low temperatures.
In Bi2Se3 NRs contacted with superconducting W electrodes, we also observe interesting MR
oscillations, as well as classic signatures of proximity-induced superconductivity in the
differential conductance (Fig. 3b). Such measurements could provide a window into exotic
quantum states.
New Initiatives: The observation of MR oscillations and proximity effect in TI NRs and NWs
and the contrasting behaviors in thick and thin NWs of Bi2Te3 provide us with model systems for
pursuing exotic quantum states. We will perform a comprehensive study of the MR and
differential conductance in both classes of TI nanostructures as a function of temperature,
magnetic field and nanostructure geometry. In addition, we plan to attach superconducting and
ferromagnetic contacts in special configurations on TI nanostructures to tease out Majorana
fermion and other quantum states.
Spintronics with NWs: The IRG used magneto-optical spectroscopy of NW ensembles to
identify a model quasi-1D magnetic semiconductor (ZnMnSe NWs) that could serve as a spinpolarized 1D Fermi liquid. We have followed this with magneto-optical measurements on single
ZnMnSe NWs approaching the true 1D regime (diameter < 10 nm). We synthesized a new class
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of hybrid spintronic NWs wherein a semiconductor NW (GaAs) is surrounded by a
ferromagnetic metal shell (MnAs). The competing magneto-crystalline and shape anisotropies of
the MnAs shell create curling remnant magnetization states whose complex reversal is revealed
in the anisotropic magneto-resistance of single NWs. We have synthesized GaSb and InSb NWs
by CVD as a first step towards Mn-doped magnetic semiconductor NWs. Finally, we have
continued systematic studies of both Schottky and tunnel barrier metallic FM contacts to Si
NWs, aimed at understanding spin accumulation and injection in 1D. By measuring a large
number of Si NW devices with ferromagnetic tunnel contacts, we have identified the very tight
constraints on tunnel barrier resistance and NW channel resistance necessary for the successful
detection of a spin injection/accumulation signal. We are also pursuing the engineering of a
proper tunnel barrier for spin injection by taking advantage of recent successes in fabricating and
simulating epitaxial Schottky barrier contacts with wrap-around gates.
New Initiatives: We will pursue the synthesis and study of hybrid core/shell semiconductor/
ferromagnet NWs with n- and p-doped core NWs, thus providing a path towards truly integrated
nano-spintronic semiconductor devices. We will also synthesize Mn-doped GaSb and InSb NWs
with the aim of exploring carrier-induced ferromagnetism and spin-polarized transport in 1D.
Finally, we will pursue the realization of spin injection into NWs using ferromagnetic silicide/Si
NW Schottky barriers within wrap-around gates and spin transport devices that use conventional
ferromagnetic tunnel contacts to top-down fabricated Si NWs.
Superconductivity and quantum oscillations in crystalline Bi NWs: While bulk Bi is a
semimetal down to at least 50 mK, The IRG found crystalline Bi nanowires of 70 nm diameter to
be superconducting below 1.3 K. The residual resistance (R) of the wire deep in the superconducting state shows oscillations under both parallel and perpendicular magnetic field. The
oscillations under parallel field is periodic with B, showing Little-Parks (LP) characteristics and
that under perpendicular field is periodic with 1/B, showing Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH)
characteristics. The Little-Parks effect suggests that superconductivity originates from the Bi/
BiOx interfacial shell that surrounds the Bi core.
New Initiatives: When the diameter of a Bi wire is reduced towards 10 nm and the wire cooled
below 100 mK under a moderate magnetic field (~8T), its magneto-transport behavior is
expected to exhibit Luttinger liquid or 1-D quantum mechanical characteristics. The physical
realization of a Luttinger liquid is a highly sought-after outcome in condensed matter physics. To
date, we have been able to fabricate and make reliable contacts on individual Bi wires with
diameters ≥20 nm. We describe below some new fabrication ideas to reach the 10 nm limit.
New Technical Initiatives: Electrical contact to nanowires in our experiments has been made
primarily focus ion beam. The contrasting properties of W leads (superconducting below 4.5 K)
and Pt leads (normal metal) makes them convenient to sort out the effect of superconducting
electrodes. Recently, the NNIN at Penn State acquired a thermal/electron beam evaporator with
an in situ ion source. The ion source will be used to remove (or control the thickness of) the
oxide layer on a nanowire prior to the evaporation of electrical leads (composed of a very wide
variety of superconducting, metallic and magnetic materials) to individual NWs. This system
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also makes it possible to carry out tunneling measurements to probe the nature of the
superconducting gap of a NW exhibiting proximity and anti-proximity behaviors.
The IRG has a continuing effort in synthesizing NWs with diameters around and below 10 nm.
Au wires with diameters as thin as 6 nm have been reliably grown by electro-deposition.
However, when these wires are ‘harvested’ they tend to coalesce into bundles. We have begun an
effort to apply a thin (few Å) silica layer to the pore walls of the porous membrane prior to
electro-deposition of the metallic wires. This procedure has been successfully used in Mallouk’s
lab in growing Au wires of ~100 nm inside silica ‘nanotubes’, a configuration which should help
suppress bundling. We are now employing this technique to grow Au and Bi wires down to ~10
nm.
IRG 4 has pioneered the growth of 1-D semiconductors inside hollow optical fibers by means of
high-pressure fluid deposition. The well-defined hollow pores can be under 100 nm across and
the length can be longer many centimeters, a unique capability. IRG 3 has identified this system
as an opportunity to grow Sn and other superconducting NWs in unprecedented geometries, and
we have begun a collaboration with IRG 4 with this goal. The availability of these NWs will
allow us to push the study of (quasi) 1-D superconductivity from the micron to the centimeter
length scale.
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IRG 4 seeks to develop innovative approaches to the design, synthesis and fabrication of nanostructures that manipulate and channel electromagnetic radiation at the nanoscale. Methods
unique to this IRG, such as high pressure chemical deposition in confined geometries and genetic
algorithm optimization for electromagnetic design, are used to meet this challenge. The structured optical materials that result allow us to access fundamentally new physical regimes: building optoelectronics inside optical fibers, imaging in the infrared with unprecedented resolution
and throughput, straining optical materials to unprecedented levels for new materials properties,
and exploiting new linear and nonlinear optical phenomena in materials with arbitrary refractive
index (low, zero and negative, at low loss).
Through extensive development of high pressure deposition chemistry, IRG researchers have realized low optical loss (<0.5 dB/cm) void-free polycrystalline ZnSe fiber cores in microstructured optical fiber (MOF) templates, opening a new
subfield of crystalline compound semiconductor optical
fibers. It has not previously been possible to exploit the
superior optical and electronic properties of compound
semiconductors in the technologically important fiber
geometry. Crystalline ZnSe, for example, can host transition metal ions that function as gain media; the distribution of crystal fields in amorphous chalcogenides
makes them unsuitable for hosting transition metal ions
for this purpose. Among the wide range of potential
applications are nonlinear optics and high power, tunable infrared fiber lasers. Short lengths of single crystal
ZnSe fiber cores have also been realized for the first
time via a transporting approach. This work has been
featured in several media venues, including Nature and
the NSF website.
Building upon this success the IRG has also demonstrated order-of-wavelength infrared imaging, along
with magnification in tapered fibers filled with crystalline germanium cores and a ZnSe cladding, as shown in

Fig. 1. Top) Array of Ge/ZnSe core cladding structures in MOF useful for high resolution, high
throughput infrared imaging and fabricated by high
pressure chemical vapor Deposition. Bottom) Closeup view.
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Figure 1. Sub-wavelength nanoscale imaging is
important in the materials and biological sciences.
Our modeling shows that the high index contrast
possible in tapered, semiconductor filled MOFs
makes them very attractive for this application,
allowing for unprecedented light throughputs with
sub-wavelength resolution.
Development of the high-pressure materials chemistry necessary for semiconductor growth in the
fiber geometry with accurately controlled, shallow
electronic dopant levels, sharply defined homo
and heterojunction layers and minimal material
Fig. 2. High speed (3 GHz) silicon pin photodiode
defects has allowed the IRG to fabricate p-i-n
fabricated in a silica optical fiber pore.
junctions in MOF templates by successive deposition of layers, as shown in Figure 2 above. These
junctions exhibit well-defined rectifying curves, good fill-factor (55%), and have up to 3 GHz
bandwidth for infrared light, a major step forward towards all-fiber optoelectronics.
The high pressure deposition approach used to fill pores in MOFs must be understood before it
can be fully exploited. The IRG has modeled the flow of high pressure fluid/gas within the MOF
pores and its effect on the deposition reaction that produces well developed micro- or nanostructures. This modeling has revealed how it is possible to completely fill optical fiber pores to
make low-optical-loss waveguides: hydrogen reaction byproducts and helium carrier gas can exit
the fiber through the silica walls, allowing for a sequential backfilling process. We find that
much higher precursor concentrations are possible in the confined geometry of the fiber pores
because nanoparticles that might nucleate and grow in larger reactors rapidly find the pore walls
in the confined geometry. The higher precursor concentrations possible in the confined geometry
allow for enhanced deposition rates and lower reaction temperatures compared with any conventional CVD. The insights obtained from modeling have allowed for the fabrication of void-free
a-Si:H fibers with optical losses less than 3 dB/cm. It has not previously been possible to fabricated a-Si:H microwires and nanowires because traditional techniques such as vapor-liquid solid
growth cannot be used for amorphous and hydrogenated materials. Now the superior nonlinear
optical properties of this material can be exploited over long lengths in fibers. Furthermore, we
are extending this high pressure deposition in a confined geometry approach enable ultraconformal deposition in deep features on planar substrates. For example, it should be possible to
fabricate p-i-n silicon junctions in pores of polyimide sheets for pillar array solar cells. The resulting periodic planar structure is more akin to that of the 2D meta-material work described below and thus illustrates the connection between the two main efforts within this IRG; (note also
the quasi-2D structure of the sub-wavelength IR waveguide array described above). In exploratory work, these techniques have also allowed us to deposit void-free amorphous and crystalline
sp2-bonded carbon fiber cores. We find that their strength thus far is as high as 4 GPa and they
can sustain strains of up to 4%. High strength carbon wires have never been made from precursors such as methane before. We intend to extend these techniques in the coming year, with the
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ultimate goal of producing amorphous
diamond-like carbon wires of macroscopic
length, a transformative potential outcome.
With MOFs it is possible to hierarchically
organize individual nano-elements into geometries not possible with conventional planar
fabrication to control light propagation with
unprecedented sophistication. As a step towards this organization, we have developed a
lithographic-like patterning process in fibers
that allows for selective filling of pores.
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We have also pioneered a versatile approach Fig. 3. (left) Rendered and SEM images and (right) measto design and realize 2D and 3D metallo- and ured and simulated bulk refractive index of a 2-layer
all-dielectric nanostructures with user-input- metallo-dielectric ZIM designed to operate at 1.55 ! m.
defined E-M transmission and reflection, which are essential building blocks for realizing transformation optics (TO) devices in the optical and visible regimes. As noted above, these intrinsically two-dimensional structures – extendable to 3D through sequential deposition – complement
the originally one-dimensional MOF platform – extendable to 2D and 3D through pore arrays or
high-pressure deposition onto alternative substrates. The IRG is uniquely positioned to pursue
the vision of optical TO devices by combining robust genetic algorithm (GA) optimization tools
and computationally efficient full-wave E-M simulation capabilities with a range of fabrication
methods, including patterning via e-beam lithography and reactive ion etching, the high-pressure
chemical deposition described above, and integration of self-assembled structures into microstructured optical fibers or planar devices. These synthetic and experimental techniques allow us
to exploit the complex and often non-intuitive interactions between arbitrary shaped regions of
dissimilar constituent materials to engineer a variety of new mid- and near-IR devices and materials, including those with customized and graded refractive index for TO devices.
In 2010, an efficient spatial-domain Method of Moments (MoM) solver has been developed for
the analysis of scattering from large-scale finite periodic metallo-dielectric arrays that employs
sub-entire domain basis functions. The required spatial-domain Green’s functions are calculated
efficiently by the discrete complex-imaging method. This simulation technique allows us to analyze practical metallo-dielectric metamaterials that are truncated in the directions of periodicity.
It can also be extended to analyzing and optimizing non-periodic meta-material structures based
on planar space-filling curves and tilings. Such non-periodic structures will be investigated for
broad-band meta-material applications. Furthermore, development has continued on a finite element boundary element (FEBI) code with prismatic elements that can be used to efficiently analyze structures with periodic sub-wavelength features of arbitrary shape. The IRG has begun to
link the new FEBI code with a state-of-the-art optimizer and apply it to design novel optical filters and meta-materials.
One key to improving meta-material performance and to incorporate meta-materials into TO devices is gaining understanding of and control over the anisotropic behavior of our meta-
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materials. To this end, we have developed an inversion procedure that obtains the anisotropic
properties of meta-materials and have linked it with a GA to design meta-materials with custom
anisotropic properties. We intend to use this anisotropic inversion synthesis method to design
anisotropic zero- and low-index meta-materials with direct application to transformation optics
devices such as mirrors and near-field and far-field focusing lenses.
The IRG has demonstrated for the first time a free-standing zero index meta-material (ZIM) in
the near-IR regime. A spectral holography setup that was designed and built in-house was used to
fully characterize its complex scattering parameters (amplitudes and phases), which were then
used to retrieve the effective medium parameters of the device. The meta-material structure is
composed of free-standing Au/PI/Au trilayer structure perforated with square air holes and is
mechanically robust and flexible as depicted in Fig. 3. Unlike other conventional fishnet structures, this structure is symmetric in the direction of wave propagation to avoid bi-anisotropy and
has been optimized to have an impedance match to air, resulting in minimized reflection and absorption losses for transmissive applications. These considerations are important for certain TO
devices such as electromagnetic cloaks.
By applying dispersion engineering, the IRG has developed a broadband negative-, zero-,
positive-index meta-material (NIM-ZIMPIM), which possesses low absorption loss
and an impedance match to free space (Zeff =
Z0). The result is a broadband meta-material
that maintains high transmission as the refractive index transitions smoothly from a nega1
1
tive through zero to a positive. The meta!
!
material is comprised of two Au screens
m
m
sandwiching a PI dielectric and operates in
the mid-IR around 3 µm. Efforts are underway to fabricate and characterize a sample to
verify its broadband effective medium properties and low loss characteristics. Because limFig. 4. SEM images and measured and simulated
ited bandwidth and substantial losses are the transmission/reflection spectra for mid-IR DFSS (left)
primary limitations to practical applications
stop-band filter and (right) reflector.
of meta-materials, this result promises a
breakthrough.
The IRG has extended this design methodology to all-dielectric frequency selective surface
(DFSS) metamaterials in order to synthesize angularly tolerant stop-band filters and mirrors.
Dielectric-only gratings, also known as photonic crystal slabs, have previously been studied as
narrow stop-band filters, but suffer from angular sensitivity. We employed a GA to synthesize
designs that possess custom filter properties with angular stability. The GA optimizes the unit
cell geometry and thickness of the dielectric coating layer to satisfy user-defined effective medium and/or filter properties. Figure 4 shows a DFSS comprised of a two dimensionally periodic
nanopatterned a-Si block array. The first design, fabricated on a free-standing PI film for free
space applications, possesses a sharp, angular tolerant (up to 10°) stop-band at 3! m. It was re-
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cently featured on the cover of Applied Physics Letters. The second
design, fabricated on a fused silica
substrate, has a strong reflection
band at 3.5! m and can be used as a
perfect mirror.
Channeling light between movable
crossed Au nanowire junctions (XnWJs) allows for precise and accu5. a) Au nanowire SEM b) Schematic of molecules between crossed
rate control of electric field intensi- Fig.
Au nanowires c) SEM of two crossed Au nanowires d) Schematic of
ties through plasmonic effects, as
experiment and types of data collected.
shown in Figure 5. Results for a
rigid test molecules established the junction can be probed with high reproducibility for SPPRaman, IETS and I-V measurements, thus allowing incisive probes of molecular structure of the
confined molecules under electrical bias. The IETS, Raman and theory data show the vibrational
signatures of the molecules overlay quite accurately, an indication of high junction quality and a
demonstration that very accurate correlations are possible between the EM, electron scattering
and conductance probes. The use of a more flexible pi-electron rich molecule, oligoaniline in the
junction shows a novel bistable behavior with a new state that arises under bias voltage-induced
stress due to structural perturbations identified by SPP-Raman and IETS scattering in the junction. The flexibility of the molecule furthermore gives rises to intrinsic low frequency structural
fluctuations manifested in spectral and electrical signatures, not seen in the case of the rigid
molecule.
Plans for the next 1-2 years: Integration of the synthesis, fabrication, and design methods developed by the IRG across both geometries – fiber and planar – continues to increase in importance. High-pressure deposition is being applied to metals and semiconductor films in planar
geometries that require conformal coating in extreme aspect ratios. We plan to further our understanding of the fundamental aspects of this deposition process both in pores and in confined planar geometries through a combination of modeling and experiment. Genetic design algorithms
will also be applied to patterned fibers now that we have the capability to control the filling of
individual pores with different materials.
Schaak has been added to the IRG, bringing expertise in nano-particle syntheis. Self-assembly
techniques will be added to the IRG toolbox to allow for patterning in both planar and fiber
geometries. We plan an investigation of nano-particles composed of phase change materials
which exhibit drastic changes in permittivity and intrinsic loss when switched between amorphous and crystalline states. By incorporating such nano-particles into random or ordered systems, we expect to be able to realize reconfigurable meta-materials and filters that can be used in
a variety of optical device applications. We are planning to assemble nano-particles with welldefined and controlled inter-particle spacings in MOF pores. Combined with the ability to design
arbitrary 2-D pore geometries, this capability would allow for an unprecedented ability to flexibly pattern nano-particles composed of optoelectronic materials in all 3 dimensions.
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Within the fiber platform, future plans will exploit the extreme strength of the silica fibers, which
allows for practical materials chemistry at pressures in excess of 2 GPa. We plan to investigate
synthesis of sp3-bonded amorphous and crystalline diamond fiber cores. Such fibers could be
stronger than any known by far and could also have exceptional non-linear optical properties. It
should be possible to generate plasmas, typically used for CVD diamond, in fiber pores in a practical way with suitable electrode geometries, allowing for high pressure synthesis of sp3-bonded
fiber cores. This work on novel carbon nanowires may also connect to IRG3 efforts on metallic
nanowires and semiconducting. We are also investigating the effect of strain on fiber cores composed of semiconductors and carbon. Extreme strains of 10% or more should be possible, allowing for major changes in optical and electronic properties. Such strains could be employed for
tuning properties in practical fiber devices.

Seed Projects

Seed Projects
Four seed projects were selected for funding in 2010, as
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Phase Change Nanomaterials: Overview and Preliminary Data
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Seed Projects
scope than the other seeds – closer to an IRG Seed level – and as such has attracted internal
funding at Penn State to accommodate the increased resources required. By investigating these
properties, the Seed seeks to develop design rules and strategies for near-IR absorbing organic
solar cells based on charge transfer complexes. This project is complimentary to IRG3 regarding
the dynamics of electrons and holes in confined spaces (dynamics at organic heterojunctions).
This approach is distinguished from other NSF MRSEC projects in that the team will attack fundamental photophysical and dielectric properties of organic semiconductors that limit current
OPV materials in an effort to develop an entirely new class of near-IR CT complex OPV materials.
Finally, the Seed project New “Roto” Symmetries and Properties in Complex Oxides by investigators Susan Trolier-McKinstry and Venkatraman Gopalan on a newly recognized symmetry related to rotational motions of coupled perovskite-like lattices has close ties to IRG1 and is described in greater detail in a subsection within the write-up for that IRG.
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6. Education and Human Resources Development
MRSEC education programs communicate the excitement and wonder of science and
technology to both general and specialized audiences. During the past year, our faculty,
staff and students have offered educational outreach programs that reach over three
thousand K-12 students, five K-12 teachers, eightteen undergraduates, and over 100,000
museum goers nationwide. Our summer programs for children are designed to increase
interest in science and build self-esteem, with special attention towards including girls
and under-represented minority children. The Penn State MRSEC gives undergraduate
students the opportunity to participate in frontier materials research and enables teachers
to bring cutting-edge materials research topics into their classrooms. Ideas about
nanoscience are disseminated to large general public audiences through our partnership
with The Franklin Institute Science Museum of Philadelphia, PA.
Graduate Education
The Center played a major role in the career development
of future scientists and engineers this past year through
the support of over fifty graduate students. As has been
noted by our External Advisory Committee, when asked
whom they worked for, most students give a list of
faculty rather than mentioning just a single advisor. All
graduate students are encouraged to integrate educational
outreach activities into their research career through a
formal requirement that center-supported graduate
students will commit at least 12 hours annually to education and outreach programs. The
direct benefits to these volunteers in terms of science expression and student interaction
are a very important professional development tool. Our graduate students – as well as
others inspired by our programs to participate even though not receiving direct center
support – are instrumental in the development and presentation of many of our outreach
programs.
Public Outreach
In collaboration with The Franklin Institute (a science museum in Philadelphia),
development is underway on a fourth museum show – focussing on energy materials –
which is scheduled for distribution in 2011. A development team consisting of MRSEC
faculty, graduate students and postdoctoral fellows are working with TFI staff to develop
the show, which includes hands-on activities on batteries, thermoelectrics, solar energy,
peizoelectric energy harvesters, and other topics. Our partnership with The Franklin
Institute (TFI) has produced three key accomplishments, the Materials Matter (2003),
Nano-Bio: Zoom in on Life! (2005) and small WONDERS (2008) museum shows; it has
also catalyzed to two new endeavors: an episode of the PBS show DragonFly TV and the
beginning of a longer-term commitment involving The Franklin Institute’s associated
magnet school, the Science Leadership Academy. Our museum shows are designed to
have a ‘Wow’ type demonstration of a material property coupled with a hands-on macroscale physical model to help explain the underlying process. In addition to the national
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distribution of our museum shows, two copies of each show reside at Penn State and are
used extensively by our faculty and graduate students to present the show locally. We
have presented our museum shows over 100 times in classrooms, for visiting school
groups, and in summer camps and workshops.
Postdoctoral Mentoring Plan
Our mentoring plan for postdoctoral fellows begins
with the development of an Individual Development
Plan (IDP) by each postdoctoral fellow working in
conjunction with the lead faculty mentor(s) on their
project. The purpose of the IDP is to outline the specific
long-term career goals and short-term objectives of the
postdoctoral fellow, identify areas for specialized
training, and facilitate effective communication of
expectations between the postdoc and faculty mentor(s).
The faculty mentor(s) then provides the postdoctoral fellow with counseling tailored to
match their long-term career goals in academia, industry or government. Depending on
their interests and goals, the postdoctoral scholar is offered a variety of training
opportunities including both formal workshops and seminars and informal mentoring.
Key components of our mentoring plan include:
• Introducing our postdocs to the local environment and campus-wide resources
available to support their research, teaching, and professional development.
• Creating and implementing Individual Development Plan that are tailored to meet
career goals of each individual postdoctoral fellow. These plans are based on
published best practices and follow methods as presented in the National
Postdoctoral Society mentoring toolkit.1
• Participating in the Scholarship and Research Integrity (SARI) program at Penn
State to provide the postdoctoral scholars with comprehensive, multilevel training
in the responsible conduct of research.
• Participating in brownbag lunch series where speakers are invited discuss topics
related to career development including leadership, professional ethics, work-life
balance, conflict resolution, career paths inside and outside of academia, and
entrepreneurship. Attending seminars on applying for academic positions and
negotiating start-up packages. The Penn State Postdoctoral Society sponsors these
activities.
• Presenting research results at the MRSEC weekly lunchtime seminar series, weekly
group meetings, and biweekly IRG meetings to develop communication and
presentation skills.
• Participating in a journal club organized by the Penn State Graduate School to
review and critique journal articles and provide guidance on writing scholarly
publications.
1

http://www.nationalpostdoc.org/publications/mentoring-plans/mentoring-plan
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• Traveling to at least one professional conference each year (e.g., CLEO, MRS,
APS, topical Gordon Conferences) to present the results of research, develop
professional relationships and network with colleagues.
• Networking with leaders in academia and industry by meeting with them during
campus visits and center advisory board meetings as well as at professional
meetings.
• Attending seminars and workshops on how to identify funding opportunities and
write competitive grant proposals that are offered by the Office of Postdoctoral
Studies. Participating in organized daylong visits to funding agencies such as NSF
and NIH.
• Participating in seminars on developing and enhancing teaching effectiveness
offered by the Schreyer Institute for Teaching Excellence. Examples include
“Understanding and Engaging Today’s University Student” and “The Future of
Textbooks in the Digital Age.” Postdoctoral scholars who intend to pursue
academic positions are encouraged to teach at least one undergraduate course in
their academic discipline during their time in the Center, and to obtain formal
evaluations from their students.
This mentoring program is assessed by regular discussion and feedback on each
Individual Development Plan as well as the success in achieving career goals both during
and following the postdoctoral fellowship. EAch of the education/outreach postdoctoral
fellows in the MRSEC is also given an opportunity to teach a undergraduate course at
Penn State and is also encouraged to prepare and submit a grant proposal (both with
active mentoring) – this experience has helped each of them to go on to obtain a facultylevel teaching/outreach position at the next stage in their career.
K-12 Students
Reaching over 3,000 K-12 students annually through
community events and Penn State programs, the
MRSEC continued its commitment to working with
K-12 students throughout Pennsylvania. MRSEC
members actively participated in outreach events by
designing and presenting activities, workshops, and
our museum shows at programs aimed at K-12
students. All of these activities engaged students in
hands-on experiences designed to inform, enrich,
and promote student interest in materials science.
The MRSEC has presented the museum shows and other activities developed within the
Center during several local outreach activities and classroom visits within the State
College community and throughout Pennsylvania. The Center faculty members,
postdoctoral fellows, and graduate students had the opportunity to actively interact with
students and grown-ups at events like Penn State’s Exploration Day, Super Science
Saturday, MRI Materials Day, Penn State THON, Children’s Day at the Central
Pennsylvania Festival of the Arts, Spring Creek Day Family Festival, and Halloween
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Science Night. These events reached over 3,000 people and exhibited over a dozen
activities related to materials and nanoscience.
This year, the MRSEC continued our long-running
partnership with Penn State’s summer science camp
program, Science-U, to offer the Gee Wizards summer
camp for students entering grades 2–4. During this
theme-based camp, over 80 students engaged in exciting
hands-on activities that introduced or reinforced the
concepts of chemical and physical changes, density,
polymers, the nature and structure of matter, the microscopic behavior of molecules, etc.
In addition to the students who attended the camps, local area teachers and graduate and
undergraduate students were involved as instructors and curriculum mentors in the
camps.
Our partnership with Science-U was also leveraged to
provide a week-long residential experience for students
from the Science Leadership Academy (SLA), a new
magnet school in Philadelphia, associated with TFI. The
camp was attended by 17 students from across
Pennsylvania, including 9 under-represented students
from Philadelphia and Pittsburgh who received full
financial support from MRSEC. During the camp, the
students took part in a wide range of leadership-focused
activities, from a small group discussion with professional scientists to an innovationfocused activity called Junkyard Wars. The camp also included interactive tours of Penn
State facilities as well as evening social and professional development events where they
interacted with peers on campus as part of the Upward Bound program. Through these
activities, the students developed leadership abilities in the context of inquiry, creativity,
presentation, and collaboration. A camper-researcher mixer, with ice-breaking activities
was well-attended by MRSEC students, postdocs and faculty and provides the campers
with an opportunity to learn first-hand about the life and careers of active scientist/
researchers.
In 2010, the MRSEC teamed with the Upward Bound
Math and Science Center (UBMS) at Penn State and the
Science Experience in Eberly College of Science
(SEECoS) programs to provide 30 high school students
with research experience during the UBMS Summer
Academy. MRSEC Education/Outreach faculty member
Jackie Bortiatynski served as the SEECoS program
director and MRSEC faculty provided research
experiences for 8 of the 30 high school students. UBMS
assists economically disadvantaged students in recognizing and developing their potential
to excel in math or science and to encourage them to pursue postsecondary degrees in
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these fields. The Penn State UBMS serves eligible students from Harrisburg, Reading and
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and in six target high schools located in urban school districts
in the state of Pennsylvania. Faculty from the Penn State Eberly College of Science
offered six exploratory research projects appropriate for high school students that
incorporate the skills and concepts of their specific area of research and expertise. The
research component supplied by the SEECoS segment of the Summer Academy provided
the students with research experience that enhances what they have learned in the
classroom portion of the Summer Academy. The students in the SEECoS program
achieve a sense of confidence in their abilities, in addition to a deeper understanding of
what real scientists do in their laboratories.
Undergraduate Research
The Penn State MRSEC and the Department of Physics
jointly administer an active REU/RET site. Under the
direction of P.I. Moses Chan and co-P.I.s Redwing,
Sofo and Zhu, 18 undergraduates students worked in
the summer of 2010 under the mentorship of Penn State
MRSEC faculty on a broad range of materials research
projects. Of these 18, ten were female students, four
were students from underrepresented minority groups
and nine were students from home institutions where research opportunities are limited.
A listing of students’ names, undergraduate institutions and mentors for students hosted in
the center’s labs appears at the end of this section. Students and teachers from minority
groups are actively recruited into the REU/RET program, and we coordinate these efforts
with Penn State’s Office of Science Diversity and Office of Graduate Educational Equity.
Students are selected on the basis of transcripts, letters of recommendation, and their
interest in exploring a career in condensed matter physics or material science. During the
selection and assignment of students, the students’ preferences are taken into account and
students from small schools, female students, and students from HBCUs and HSIs are
identified to ensure they every qualified underrepresented student has the opportunity to participate. In
2010, formative and summative evaluation instruments
were used to gauge the progress and effectiveness of the
Research Experiences for Undergraduates program on
participants. Participants completed three surveys to
determine the impact of the program, both in terms of
individual progress in research projects and to identify
areas where the program might be improved. In addition,
open-ended questions allowed participants to share ideas
for program improvements, new lines of inquiry, and suggestions for future activities.
Participants’ responses at the end of the program indicated that they were confident about
their research project goals and accomplishments, were effectively advised by faculty and
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graduate students, improved their understanding and motivation about science research,
and are interested in pursuing a career in science.
Research Experience for Teachers
In the summer of 2010, four high school in-service teachers and one pre-service teacher
took part in the MRSEC RET program. The Center RET program establishes a support
group between faculty members, graduate students, RET staff and participants; it
enhances the quality of pre-college education by the development of instructional
materials; it provides teachers with information and resources on materials science and
career opportunities to become advocates in their classrooms. During the first week of the
program, teachers participated in a weeklong materials workshop. The RET participants
explored the science of materials and its applications through hands-on activities, group
discussions and qualitative explanations appropriate for high-school level curriculum.
This workshop helped the RET participants enhance the use of effective teaching
strategies in their classroom, increase materials science content knowledge, engage in
standards-based classroom activities, and explore ways to make science engaging and
enjoyable for their students. Over the next five weeks the teachers worked in materials
science research projects and in the development of instructional materials to transfer
their projects to the classroom. Teachers’ summer experience was enhanced by weekly
research seminars, professional development activities, outreach events and weekend
social gatherings. Teachers presented their research findings at a mini-symposium at Penn
State, which researchers across the University attended. Teachers worked closely with Dr.
Francelys Medina, faculty, and peers on their research projects and the development of
instructional materials based on their research projects. During the school year, teachers
are integrating the lesson plans developed during the summer.
Table 1. Undergraduate students working in Penn State MRSEC laboratories in
2010. Members of underrepresented minority groups are marked with asterisks.
Students supported by PSU MRSEC (NSF grant DMR-0820404) or PSU matching funds:
Last Name
First
College or University
Mentor
Banavar
Samhita Penn State University
Moses Chan
Cain
Jeffery
Michigan State University
Peter Schiffer
DeVetter
Brent
Univ. of Wisconsin - Madison
Theresa Mayer
Koser
Alison
Kutztown Univ. of Pennsylvania
Nitin Samarth
Luiggi*
Claudia University of PR at Mayaguez
Chris Keating
Maunu
Ryan
Univ. of Minnesota
Jorge Sofo
Rice
Anthony Carnegia Mellon University
Elizabeth Dickey
Students who received stipend or housing support from non-MRSEC NSF source:
Last Name
First
College or University
Mentor
Baez*
Carlos
University of Puerto Rico at Cayey Scott Phillips
Beiswenger
Kristin
Juniata College
Ayusman Sen
Clapp
Corey
Amherst College
Jun Zhu
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Dawley
Esbenshade
Nagle
Ortiz-Rivera*
Verna*
Weeber

Natalie
Jennifer
Brittany
Isamar
Tashiana
Kaitlyn

University of Virginia
Messiah College
Kings College (PA)
University of Puerto Rico at Cayey
Norfolk State University
Univ. of California-Berkeley

Joan Redwing
John Badding
John Asbury
Chris Keating
Scott Phillips
Raymond Schaak

Students supported by (Penn State) John & Elizabeth Holmes Teas Scholarships:
Last Name
First
College or University
Mentor
Zajac
David
Penn State University
Moses Chan
Jeffe
Matt
Penn State University
June Zhu
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Table 2. RET participants 2010 in MRSEC-associated laboratories with support
from REU/RET Site Award (DMR-0648837). Members of underrepresented
minority groups are marked with asterisks.
Project: Introduction to Wind Energy
Mentor: Dr. Mary Shoemaker
Teacher
School
Eldred (Jay) Bagley* Philadelphia Military
Academy
Michelle E. Doll
Manheim High School
Elizabeth Haggerty

District
Philadelphia School
District, PA
Manheim Township
School District, PA

Penn State University

Title (teacher)
H.S. Chemistry
and Physics
H.S. Physics
Pre-service
H.S. Biology

Project: Building a High Quality, Low-Cost Electrical Conductivity Meter
Mentor: Dr. Dan Sykes
Teacher
School
District
Title (teacher)
Matthew Johnson West Branch Area School
West Branch Area
H.S. Science
District
School District, PA
Project: Photoelectric Effect for High School Classroom
Mentor: Dr. John Asbury
Teacher
School
District
Robert White
State College Area High
State College Area
School
School District, PA

Title (teacher)
H.S. Physics
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7. Center Diversity - Progress and Plans
The Penn State MRSEC is a model and a resource for other organizations at Penn State in
fostering and sustaining the involvement of under-represented groups in research and
education. Diversity is a broad, multi-faceted issue and we strive to provide equal access
to all of our education and research programs through a web of mutually supporting
recruiting, mentoring, and career development activities. We strongly support the
Pennsylvania State University’s nondiscrimination policy and actively work to provide an
environment of mutual respect among individuals whose diverse backgrounds generate
differing perspectives and ideas – this diversity strengthens both society at large and also
the research agenda in the Center, since a group with diverse backgrounds is more
effective at generating diverse, innovative research ideas. The Center strives to sustain a
climate that is supportive and welcoming for everyone, including those of different
cultures, different racial and ethnic backgrounds, different sexual orientation, different
religious beliefs, those with physical disabilities, and nontraditional learners.
The Center has been fortunate to have strong involvement of women at all levels
including Center management. We now have seven female faculty participants, including
Mayer who serves on the Executive Committee. Beth Dickey, a previous member of the
Executive Committee, has recently left Penn State, and Center management is cognizant
of the importance of maintaining diversity in identifying her replacement on the
Committee. Currently the Center has four faculty members from under-represented
groups. The Center promotes the careers of women and under-represented faculty at Penn
State – they in turn serve as mentors and role models for the Center’s healthy
participation of women and under-represented groups as postdoctoral fellows, graduate
students, and undergraduates. Substantial progress has been made in increasing the
number of underrepresented minorities in our Center activities. We will work to continue
this progress and to increase the direct involvement of underrepresented racial and ethnic
groups in the research activities of the Center at all levels.
During the past five years we have pursued several activities that have resulted in
increases in the direct involvement of underrepresented racial and ethnic groups in the
research activities of the Center. While we are proud of the progress to date, we also
anticipate that these activities will have further impact in the future as past REU students
move towards graduation and the recruiting and support network that we have developed
increases its reach in coming years. We will continue to strengthen these efforts and
explore additional partnerships with HBCUs, HSIs and TCUs. Our activities include:
• Visits to HBCUs and HSIs that have faculty with complementary expertise, with
the goal of building collaborations and partnerships in Center research and
educational activities.
• Through Center partnerships and faculty connections with minority-serving
institutions, 28 students have been placed in our REU programs since 2006.
• Providing recruitment materials at booths at the national conferences of societies
dedicated to the advancement of underrepresented groups in science.
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• Providing a judge for poster sessions at the Society for Advancement of Chicanos
and Native Americans in Science conference.
• Mentoring and providing travel support for the presentation of research posters by
REU participants at national conference of the Society for Advancement of
Chicanos and Native Americans in Science.
• Encouraging participation of women and minorities in the Center’s Research
Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) program; and encouraged REU participants
from other undergraduate programs to consider graduate research in the Center.
• Encouraging participation in Research Experiences for Teachers (RET) program by
teachers from urban areas in Pennsylvania by providing travel and housing
assistance.
2010
Total

Women

Under-represented
Minorities

Faculty

49

14.3%, 16.1%, 14.1%

8.2%, 5.3%, 6.6%

Postdocs

12

25%, 21.5%, 23.2%

16.7%, 5.3%, 4.3%

Graduate
Students

56

19.6%, 24.8%, 24.6%

12.5%, 7.1%, 11.7%

REU

18

55.6%, 38.3%

22.2%, 28.1%

Table 1: Number of 2009 participants by category and percentage breakdown of
Women and Underrepresented Minorities. Second (in blue) listed percentages are
FY2008 (partial data) NSF MRSEC statistics and third (in red) listed percentages
are the 2006 National STEM statistics where available.1
Diversity Strategic Plan
Current Status and Progress: Table 1 presents the percentage breakdown of Women and
Underrepresented Minority (UMR) participation in our Center by category for 2010.
Tables 2, 3 and 4 present the number of Center total, women and underrepresented
minority participants by year and category. The total number of Center participants has
increased by approximately 20% (with fluctuations from year to year), so the gains in
underrepresented minorities participation are both in total numbers and percentages. The
Center has exceeded the MRSEC and national averages in all instances except for women
faculty, women graduate students, URM graduate students and URM REU participants.
Next we discuss the women and URM participation and trends in more detail.
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2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Faculty

48

49

50

42

38

45

43

49

Post

7

10

11

11

13

19

12

12

Grad

34

49

36

40

38

57

46

56

REU

26

34

32

32

20

21

20

18

Total

115

142

129

125

109

142

121

135

Table 2. Number of Penn State MRSEC participants by year and category.
Women: From 2003 to 2006, 28.9% of our graduate students were women. However, as
seen in Table 3, in 2007 we experienced a sharp decline in the number of women
graduate student participants in the Center (to 10.5%). In response to this decline we have
reminded our faculty members to obtain complete listings of their department incoming
graduate students and inform any women graduate students with an interest in materials
(or undecided) of research opportunities in the Penn State MRSEC. This has resulted in
an increase in women graduate student participation in the Center to 14.0% in 2008 and
19.6% in 200 and 2010. We expect that as currently supported students graduate, our
women graduate student percentages will again approach or exceed our 2003 to 2006
percentages.
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Faculty

7

10

9

8

8

11

10

7

Post

2

5

4

4

7

7

4

3

Grad

13

15

9

9

4

8

9

11

REU

10

11

11

9

12

13

10

10

Total

32

41

33

30

31

39

33

31

Table 3. Number of Penn State MRSEC women participants by year and category.
Underrepresented Minority: We have had a substantial increase in the URM participation
in the research activities of our Center during the past five years. While our Center has
made substantial progress in this area, this area remains one of critical emphasis.
Sustaining and expanding upon our progress in URM graduate student involvement will
be an ongoing challenge. The increase in URMm participation in all categories that is
apparent from Table 4 has been achieved by strengthening existing relationships with
HBCUs, HSIs, Penn State Diversity recruitment personnel and departmental admissions
committee chairs. The decrease in URM participation in our REU program in 2010 is a
result of several factors, including an emphasis on improving the quality of all our
participants (not just URM) and also the placement of URM participants in non-MRSEC
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laboratories based on the applicants’ stated interests. There was no decrease in the
number of applications from URM to our REU program in 2010, nor a decrease in
acceptance rate to offers made.
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Faculty

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

4

Post

0

0

1

1

3

3

1

2

Grad

1

1

2

3

3

6

6

7

REU

3

2

6

11

12

10

10

4

Total

5

4

11

17

20

21

19

16

Table 4. Number of Underrepresented Minority participants by year and category.
Our Center has established a presence at the national conferences of organizations
dedicated to the advancement of URM in science, in particular, the Society for the
Advancement of Chicanos and Native American in Science (SACNAS) and the American
Indian Science and Engineering Society (AISES). We will continue to deepen our
developed channels to HBCUs and HSIs while adding new HBCU and HSI partners to
our recruitment pipeline. We will continue to actively educate all URM Penn State
materials faculty about research opportunities in the Penn State MRSEC. In addition, we
are actively seeking out possible collaborative researchers at minority serving institutions
with the intent of establishing joint research programs. PI Crespi visited Jackson State
University in 2010 and gave a talk at their PREM symposium, establishing initial
contacts with this minority-serving institution. He is currently also beginning the process
of exploring possible faculty linkages with Alabama A&M University.
Plans for the next reporting period: Our goal for the coming year is to retain the
momentum of the Center’s ongoing diversity-focused activities by strengthening the
efforts outlined above and initiating new ones with the particular goal of increasing
involvement by under-represented groups directly in the research activities of the Center.
Visits, professional contacts and other activities have allowed us to build partnerships
with several HBCUs and HSIs. We will build on these partnerships to strengthen the
existing partnerships and use these partnerships as models for developing new
relationships. In addition, we will continue to reminded our faculty members to obtain
complete listings of their department incoming graduate students and inform any women
graduate students with an interest in materials (or undecided) of research opportunities in
the Penn State MRSEC.
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8. Knowledge Transfer to Industry and Other Sectors
The faculty of the Penn State MRSEC are engaged in a broad spectrum of activities with scientists and engineers in corporate and government laboratories within the U.S., and in exchanges
and collaborations with international academic partners. These interactions include research collaborations, presentations at workshops and conferences, and patents and software. The MRSEC
hosts visiting scientists and plays a key role in the overall industrial/technology transfer infrastructure of the University. There is also strong international component to collaborative research and outreach activities of the Center.
Penn State is a significant performer of industry sponsored research and as such maintains research relationships with companies and national laboratories across diverse fields. A key vehicle
for enabling these relationships is the industry sponsored research projects agreement, which has
been executed with more than 50 of the University’s leading industrial research sponsors, including many that sponsor MRSEC research. These bilateral agreements streamline the negotiation of
individual sponsored research projects by addressing issues such as publication rights and intellectual property management in advance.
One of the important vehicles for collaboration with industry is the MRSEC’s Industrial Affiliates Program, now in its fourth year. Under this program, industrial sponsors become affiliate
members of the Center by executing a sponsored research projects agreement and making a
commitment to support sponsor MRSEC research at a minimum level of $25,000 annually, representing approximately half the cost of a graduate student researcher. Matching support for the
student is provided by the Center. Students and faculty mentors serve as Center liaisons to each
affiliate member, while working on a research project of mutual interest. Ongoing communication between the affiliate member, the students and supervising faculty members are expected.
Scientists and engineers representing affiliate members may co-direct student thesis research,
and Center students also serve in internships with affiliate members. The Center also provides
fellowships for scientists and engineers representing affiliate members. In 2010, four collaborative projects were supported under the Industrial Affiliates Program
Research Collaborations with MRSEC Faculty
Here we enumerate many of the collaborative relationships that MRSEC faculty held with external partners in 2010.
Tom Mallouk collaborated with Drs. Eric Clement, Annie Rousselet (ESPCI) on the mechanism
of momentum transfer by catalytic nanomotors. A paper on this work will appear PRL. He also
collaborated with Dr. Mauricio Hoyos (ESPCI) on the ultrasonic propulsion of nanorod motors.
Joan Redwing worked with Illuminex (Lancaster, PA) on the development of semiconductor
nanowire-based photovoltaic devices related to IRGs 3 & 4 (currently supported under DOE
STTR funding). Joan Redwing also worked with Bandgap Engineering (Waltham, MA) on the
growth of silicon nanowires for intermediate band solar cell devices.
IRG3 collaborated with Professor Qi-kun Xue from Tsinghua University, Professor Xu-cun Ma,
from the Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and Professor Mao-hai Xie from
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Hong Kong University on MBE growth and surface characterization of topological insulators
(not facility users).
Michael Hickner (Seed) worked with Dr. Ilia Ivanov at ORNL to develop characterization techniques for eletrochemically grown semiconductor polymer films and polymer/nanotube optical
composites.
Jim Tour collaborated with Leonhard Grill, Physics Department, Freie UniVersitat Berlin on imaging molecular wagons.
Tony Huang collaborated with Fraser Stoddart, Board of Trustees Professor of Chemistry,
Northwestern University on molecular motors and nanomaterial synthesis (not a facility user).
Ayusman Sen collaborated with Misael Diaz and Ulbaldo M. Cordova-Figueroa from the Department of Chemical Engineering University of Puerto Rico-Mayaguez, one of our partner
minority-serving institutions.
Doug Werner and Theresa Mayer from IRG4 worked with Lockheed Martin on the development
of perfect optical mirrors based on the properties of zero-index metamaterials; they also worked
with PPG Industries on the development of multi-spectral optical metamaterial filters for onglass applications.
Paul Weiss collaborated with Dennis Arnold, Queensland University of Technology; Jianzhuang
Jiang, Beijing University of Chemical Technology; Ken-ichi Sugiura, Tokyo Metropolitan University; Tomo Takami, Konkuk University and Tao Ye, UC Merced on IRG2-related molecular
motor research.
Professor Jun Zhu collaborated with Fujio Okino, Department of Chemistry, Shinshu University,
on carbon fluorination for a Seed project (not a facility user).
Professor Lloyd Bumm from the Department of Physics at the University of Oklahoma spend a 6
month sabbatical in the Allara Lab working on scanning probe characterization of molecular assemblies on nanostructured gold surfaces. Work on integrating such assemblies into microstructured optical fibers is ongoing in IRG4. Related work with Dr. Detlef Smilgies, Staff Scientist at
the CHESS Wilson Synchrotron Lab at Cornell University involved grazing incidence x-ray diffraction and grazing incidence small angle scattering of monolayers and thin films; a collaboration with Dr. Michael Zharnikov from the Department of Physical Chemistry at the University of
Heidelberg uses synchrotron radiation for near edge x-ray spectroscopy of monolayers. HewlettPackard Laboratories, Information & Quantum Systems Division engaged in collaborative work
in IRG4 on surface plasmon-coupled electronic devices.
Workshops and Faculty Presentations
Tom Mallouk presented a seminar in January 2010 on nanowire research supported by IRG2 and
IRG3 at ESPCI in Paris. This contact has led to an ongoing research collaboration with Drs. Eric
Clement, Annie Rousselet, and Mauricio Hoyos on the catalytic nanomotors project.
Tom Mallouk gave a seminar on IRG2 and IRG3 researchat Ecole Normale Superieure (ENS) in
Paris in January 2010, at the University of Twente (Netherlands) in February 2010 and at Bowling Green State University in July 2010.
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Carlo Pantano presented MRSEC research summaries in meeitngs with visiting industry groups
that included Pall Corporation (Feb 2), Amgen (Feb 12), Kodak (April 27), Chemring (June 9),
Asahi Glass (June 28), Westinghouse (July 22), Apple (August 31), Schott Glass (Dec 2).
Long-Qing Chen gave the D. B. Robinson Distinguished Lecture at the University of Alberta in
April 2010 and also gave a presentation on IRG5 research for the TMS EMPMD Distinguished
Scientist/Engineer Award in early 2011.
Vincent Crespi gave talks including IRG2 research at Jackson State University, an MRI Open
House for Penn State Alumni, and Arizona State University.
Ajeet Kumar (a student in IRG2 in 2010) spoke at Intel in Portland, OR and was hired into a position there.
Paul Weiss spoke at the Global Center of Excellence International Symposium on Future Molecular Systems: Beyond Supramolecular Chemistry, Kyushu University, Global Center of Excellence nanoCenter, Fukuoka, Japan, and at many other international institutions and meetings. A
number of collaborations on functional supramolecular assemblies are resulting.
Paul Weiss spoke at both IBM TJ Watson Research Center and IBM Almaden Research Center
and is establishing a range of collaborations with each.
Paul Weiss co-hosted and spoke at the iNano Summer School on Self-Assembly on Molecular
Nanostructures in Sonderborg, Denmark with iNano Aarhus and the Beijing nanoCenter.
Paul Weiss spoke at the US-Korea Conference on Science, Technology, and Entrepreneurship
(UKC) 2010 in Seattle and at IEEE Nano, the Korea-India Forum of the Asian Research Network, and other meetings, in Seoul, Korea, making stronger links to our partners in Seoul.
Paul Weiss co-hosted and spoke at the International Symposium on Materials for Enabling Nanodevices, in Los Angeles.
Paul Weiss spoke at the MESA+ Annual Meeting at the University of Twente, and established
collaborations with a number of scientists there.
Paul Weiss spoke at the Symposium on Ultramicroscopy and Opening of the Leiden Center for
Ultramicrscopy, in order to establish linkages in scanning probe microscopy development.
Paul Weiss spoke at the Opening of the Nanoscience and Quantum Information Centre, University of Bristol, and spoke at the first annual symposium and joined the advisory board of the
Bristol Centre for Functional Nanomaterials.
Paul Weiss spoke in the Distinguished Lecture Series of the Molecular Foundry at the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory and established a number of collaborations there.
IRG2 research on single rotaxane station changing was featured in the following venues: Chemistry World story Rotaxane molecule seen in action (June 2010); ChemJ story Rotaxane molecule
seen in action (June 2010); Chemical and Engineering News story Molecular Machines Spotted
on the Move (June 2010); UCLA Newsroom story Study measures single-molecule machines in
action (June 2010); Azo Nano story Scientists Use Scanning Tunneling Microscope to Study Rotaxane Molecular Machines (June 2010); CNSI story Study measures single-molecule machines
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in action (July 2010); PhysOrg: Study measures single-molecule machines in action (July 2010);
Science News: Study measures single-molecule machines in action (July 2010); Science Daily:
Study measures single-molecule machines in action (July 2010); R&D Magazine Editor's Picks
Nanoscale study measures molecular machines in action (July 2010); Nanotechwire: Study
measures single-molecule machines in action (July 2010); Innovations Report: Study measures
single-molecule machines in action (July 2010); Chemie.De: Study measures single-molecule
machines in action (July 2010); PhysOrg: Study measures single-molecule machines in action
(July 2010); Chemical Online: Study measures single-molecule machines in action (July 2010);
Nanoscienceworks: U.S., Japan Team Measures Single-Molecule Machines in Action (July
2010); Science Editor's Choice Chemistry: Watching Rings Cycle pdf Version) (July 2010)
Visiting Corporate and International Scientists:
Ayusman Sen hosted the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science Fellow Dr. Takayuki Narita,
an Assistant Professor at the Department of Chemistry and Applied Chemistry at Saga University
for research related to IRG2.
Doug Werner hosted Professor Mario Pantoja from the University of Granada during the summer
of 2009 to work with Prof. Werner to develop efficient electromagnetic modeling tools for complex nanowire antenna structures based on time domain moment methods. This collaboration is
ongoing.
Ken Schepler from Wright Patterson Air Force Base visited Penn State to work with IRG 4.
Industrial and Related Fellowships or Internships:
Joanna Skluzacek, performed work on water quality in Ghana, Africa as an NSF Discovery Fellow, in collaboration with the MRSEC.
Tom Mallouk visited Ecole Normale Superieure in Paris, France for research related to IRG2.
Renzhi Ma from the National Institute of Materials Science, Tsukuba, Japan visited and contributed to IRG3 nanowire research in the lab of Tom Mallouk.
Patents:
Jinjie Shi and Tony Jun Huang, “Acoustic tweezers: patterning cells and microparticles using
standing surface acoustic waves (SSAW)” (U.S. Patent Filing, PSU No. 2010-3698)
The IRG4 collaboration with Lockheed has led to a patent filed in 2009 and pending award in
2010: D. H. Werner (Penn State), T. S. Mayer (Penn State), and Clara Rivero-Baleine (Lockheed
Martin), “Multi-spectral Filters, Mirrors and Anti-reflective Coatings with Subwavelength Periodic Features for Optical Devices.”
The work on motors in IRG2 has contributed in part to a patent S. Phillips, M. Baker, K. Yeung,
H. Mohapatra, D. Wendekier, M. Olah, "Amplification Reagents and Assays, Their Preparation
and Use", U.S. Provisional Patent Application filed 10/27/10.
Software:
Lasse Jensen and collaborators B. K. Juluri and T. J. Huang developed a simulation module “Extinction, Scattering and Absorption Efficiencies of Multilayer Nanoparticles” which is available
at the Nanohub at DOI: 10254/nanohub-r8228.2.
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9. Shared Experimental and Computational Facilities
The MRSEC is closely integrated with
the facilities of the Penn State Materials
Materials
Materials
Nanofab
Research Institute (MRI), which include
Simulation Center
Characterization
Mayer
Sofo
Lab, Dickey
the Penn State Nanofab, the Materials
Characterization Laboratory (MCL) and
Industry-Univ
Materials Simulation Center (MSC).
Cooperative Research
CFL
Centers
The MRSEC’s relationship to MRI and
Tian
its associated facilities is illustrated in
the chart at the right. This integration
MRSEC
MRI
and coordination ensure that MRSEC’s
200 members
39 members at Penn State
investments in fabrication,
Pantano-Director
characterization and computation have
maximal institutional impact. MRSEC
faculty provide the leadership for many of these facilities, with Theresa Mayer serving as the
Director of the Penn State Nanofabrication Laboratory and Jorge Sofo as the Director of the
Materials Simulation Center. The leadership of the MCL is currently in transition, and the
MRSEC is coordinating with the MRI in this process. The synergistic relationship among the
MRSEC and these three user facilities also ensures that the strategic directions and investments
of the core facilities are mutually beneficial and beneficial to the MRSEC research and
educational missions. The MRSEC Central Facility Laboratory (CFL) dovetails with the MRI
facilities, providing specialized instrumentation that primarily serves the research needs of the
Center. All three user facilities are not only integral to the MRSEC research programs, but are
also integrated into the MRSEC Summer REU as well as other outreach programs. In 2010, the
MRSEC continued as a component of the Materials Research Facilities Network (MFNR),
providing access to facilities for several members of partner institutions.
Both the Nanofab and MCL are cost recoverable user facilities with rates defined on the basis of
maintenance, repair and staffing in accordance with federal cost-accounting procedures and are
reviewed annually by the Office of the Corporate Controller. Both facilities are operated by
professional full-time staff, who coordinate numerous educational and training activities which
are highly integrated into formal courses offered by Penn State faculty. Beyond providing
administrative leadership, MRSEC investigators play key roles in transferring cutting-edge
research techniques to these widely accessible user facilities. External outreach is primarily
accomplished via Penn State’s node of the NSF National Nanotechnology Infrastructure Network
(NNIN), which supports professional staff who serve as liaisons with external industrial and
academic users. MRSEC faculty member Theresa Mayer directs the NNIN. MRSEC faculty
provide input into strategic planning for the fabrication and characterization facilities through
faculty steering committees and focus groups centered around specific types of instrumentation
or processes (e.g. optical spectroscopy, lithography, electron microscopy).
The MRSEC also supports the Materials Simulation Center (MSC), a University-wide facility
providing education, support and research activities to help users incorporate simulation into
their research programs, through regular contributions towards computational hardware. In 2010,
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the MSC sponsored several short courses and workshops on simulation/modeling software,
including “Introduction to the Gaussian Quantum Chemistry Package” in March,
“Computational prediction of materials properties with the MEDEA software” in June, “Accelrys
Materials Studio Workshop” in September and “Electronic Structure Modeling with Gaussian
09” in October. In February/March of 2011, the MSC delivered an extended short course on
“Density Functional Theory and its Plane Wave Implementation”. These courses provide training
to users of simulation code across the university, broadening accessibility to these tools. The
MSC also hosts regular user group meetings organized around particular types of simulation,
including, the Density Functional Theory User Group and the General RCC & MSC User Group.
To encourage cross-disciplinary fertilization of materials simulation techniques and applications,
MSC also sponsors and co-hosts Materials Simulation Lectures, which feature distinguished
scientists in materials simulation, including “First Principles Optimization of Metal Alloys and
Oxides for Energy Applications” by Prof. Emily Carter (Princeton University), “Probing
Mechanical Properties of Nanostructured Materials via Large Scale Molecular Dynamics
Simulations” by Dr. Huajian Gao (Brown University), “Crystallization and Semicrystalline
Polyolefins: a Molecular Modeling Perspective” by Gregory Rutledge, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology), and “Design of Nanoscale Materials for 21st Century Applications” by Marco
Buongiorno Nardelli (NC State University and Joint Faculty of ORNL). The portion of LionXJ
cluster acquired by MRSEC continues to provide MRSEC personnel access to a state-of-the-art
computational cluster. An effective sharing system managed and supported by RCC and the MSC
helped MRSEC users to take advantage of the full potential of the whole cluster and resulted
in numerous findings and publications with the help from MSC/MRSEC.
The MRSEC Central Facilities Laboratory (CFL) is comprised of several laboratories that
contain instruments for advanced electrical and optical characterization and sample preparation.
The low-temperature characterization facility is a unique user facility in the MRSEC network
and houses a physical properties measurement system (PPMS) that allows for electrical transport
and heat capacity measurements from 400 K down to 50 mK and under fields as high as 9 T, a
3He-4He dilution refrigerator (12 mK to 400K, up to 9T), and a micromanipulated probe station
(4-450 K; up to 3T). The CFL also has an optics laboratory housing several critical pieces of
characterization equipment critical to the tasks of IRGs 4 and 5, including a Nd-YAG tunable
nanosecond laser. Venkat Gopalan provides oversight of these instruments and coordinates
closely with the efforts of the MCL optical characterization laboratory, for which he is the
steering committee chair. The MRSEC facilities are available to other internal and external
users, but are managed and funded directly by the MRSEC. In 2010, Beth Dickey and Mingliang
Tian provided overall coordination of the CFL. The Executive Committee reviews the CFL
operating policies and budget on a regular basis. The MRSEC Executive Committee also reviews
and prioritizes equipment requests from the IRGs on an ongoing basis. In 2010, the MRSEC
acquired a VERSATAT3-200 potentiometer for precise voltage control during electrochemical
deposition of metallic nanowires into porous membranes. In addition to general usage in the
MRSEC Chemistry Lab, this new equipment was used to expand our capacity to host REU
students and train them on nanowire synthesis. A helium leak detector was acquired to check for
leaks in stainless steel tubing and fittings on high vacuum equipment and chemical vapor
deposition equipment that utilizes toxic and flammable gases during the construction of an
MOCVD system for the growth of III-V nanowires. An RSO head was acquired as part of an
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upgrade to a SQUID magnetometer that oscillates samples through SQUID loops for magnetic
measurement in IRG1. Since this instrument sees shared use, a 50/50 resource split was applied
to support the cost. Finally, a laser used in IRG4 for characterizing planar samples was upgraded.
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10. Administration and Management
The organizational structure of the Center is outlined in the chart below. Daily operations are
managed by the Director, Vincent Crespi, who reports directly to the Senior Vice President for
Research, Hank Foley, who has himself been involved in MRSEC research through a seed project. Frequent consultation with Professors Foley and Schiffer (Associate VP for Research and
member of IRG1) ensure that the MRSEC remains a truly interdisciplinary and intercollegiate
Center.
Advisory

Senior VP for Research

Center policy is developed by conFoley, Schiffer
Board
sultation of the full membership
and is implemented by its ExecuMRSEC Center
Executive Committee
tive Committee. This committee
for Nanoscale
Director: Crespi
Science
currently consists of the Director
Assoc. Directors: Mallouk, Chan
Crespi, the Associate Directors
IRG1: StrainIRG2:
IRG3: Charge &
IRG4:
enabled
Nanoscale
Spin Transport in
Electromagnetic
Mallouk and Chan, the IRG leaders
Multiferroics
Motors
Nanowires
Nanostructures
Gopalan
Sen
Chan
Mayer
(Gopalan, Sen, Chan and Mayer),
the Associate VP for Research Peter
Educational
Industrial
Seed Projects
Central
Outreach
Outreach
Facilities Lab
Crespi, Chan
Schiffer, and the Penn State MateriMallouk
Dreyer
Pantano
Tian
Pantano
Medina
als Research Institute (MRI) Director Carlo Pantano. Crespi and Mallouk recently swapped roles, with
Mallouk taking on the oversight of the outreach portfolio and Crespi assuming the Director role.
The Director of the Materials Characterization Laboratory, Beth Dickey, recently left Penn State,
and the Executive committee is currently identifying a replacement for her on the Executive
Committee. The Executive Committee is well connected to University administration in materials research through Pantano, Schiffer, and Mayer (who is also Director of the Penn State Nanofabrication Facility), and all members of the Executive Committee are also active in the research
and/or outreach activities of the Center. Mallouk, Mayer, and Schiffer also serve on the MRI advisory board, further connecting the leadership of the Center and MRI. The Executive Committee
meets approximately monthly, typically after the weekly MRSEC Seminar. While the scientific
direction of the Center grows in a “bottom up” way by soliciting the most compelling research
ideas from the full membership, the Executive Committee plays an important role in coordinating the review of new proposals and existing projects and ensuring that the research portfolio
undergoes continual renewal. The Executive Committee is also charged with deciding resource
allocation for facilities, coordinating the response of the Center to new initiatives from NSF and
within the University, and guiding major initiatives in industrial outreach, educational outreach
and international programs.
The full membership of the MRSEC meets weekly on Mondays at the MRSEC Seminar. These
well-attended lunch seminars are a regular forum for reviewing scientific progress, introducing
new ideas and new members, advertising outreach opportunities, performing career development
activities with students and postdocs, and forming collaborations with visitors. They are also a
natural place to communicate issues that are discussed in the Executive Committee with the
members of the Center. In addition to these seminars, the students, postdocs and faculty in each
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IRG meet approximately monthly to discuss their current research progress and challenges in
more detail. Usually, at least one member of the Executive Committee is engaged in the research
project and is present at those meetings.
The Center has a strong commitment to diversity, and successfully includes women (including 10
faculty) at all levels. While the recruitment of students and postdocs from under-represented
groups is challenging in central Pennsylvania, a growing number have been recruited to the Center. The MRSEC Diversity Committee, which includes the directors of diversity-focused initiatives in several Colleges, helps to coordinate recruitment at campus-wide. Members of the Diversity Committee include Mallouk (Associate Director and Chair), Ron Redwing, Francelys
Medina (Educational Outreach Coordinator), Kristin Dreyer (Educational Outreach Manager),
Hank McCoullum (Diversity Coordinator for the Eberly College of Science), Catherine Lyons
(Associate Dean of Educational Equity for the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences), Mary
Beth Williams (Graduate Admissions chair, Department of Chemistry), and Joan Redwing (MRSEC faculty and Graduate Admissions chair, Department of Material Science and Engineering).
The external Advisory Board of the Center is regularly reconstituted approximately every two
years to best reflect the current research agenda of the Center. It is composed of scientists from
other academic institutions, national laboratories, and companies. These have included directors,
as well as facility and education coordinators, of other MRSECs and NSECs. In several instances, visits of our Advisory Board have resulted not only in valuable advice to the Center but
also to productive collaborations and industrial connections, as well as sharing of best practices
for facilities and outreach. Since the next external review will be administered by the NSF, the
next generation of the Advisory Board will be constituted in 2012.
The Executive Committee oversees the IRGs and Seed projects of the Center, and through a
competitive review process decides on how support will be allocated. Resources for research
are allocated in a manner that is intended to maximize innovation, productivity, and collaboration. Within IRGs, funds are not distributed to individual faculty, but instead support students
and postdocs who work on multi-investigator projects. This organizational scheme is reflected in
the internal accounting in that cost centers are not allocated to individual faculty, but instead to
IRGs as a whole with centralized appointment of students. A similar policy is applied to projects
within IRGs and Seed projects: in a sense, every project in the MRSEC is a Seed. Students are
often jointly advised by faculty. Postdocs, who typically number 1 or 2 per IRG, are expected to
play a broader collaborative role than graduate students, acting as a scientific “glue” across an
IRG. Faculty (with the exception of the Director and Associate Directors) receive no salary support from the Center, although some are granted release time by their Departments. Faculty who
are not the official thesis advisors of students on a particular project typically collaborate and often co-advise them. The regular IRG meetings (and smaller ad hoc meetings of individual projects) promote these kinds of interactions. When projects are phased out of the MRSEC, care is
taken to minimize the impact on the students involved to facilitate optimal career development.
Because this system does not allocate funds to any particular faculty member, there is relatively
little inertia to impede the inclusion of new faculty or the support of particularly promising new
ideas in the IRGs. This flexibility has helped the IRGs change their course in response to new
findings and challenges – historically, several IRGs have entirely renewed their research agenda
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via incorporation of especially successful Seed projects, for example. Many of the faculty are
members of more than one IRG, and this confers synergy to the research projects. For example,
work on semiconducting and superconducting nanowires in IRG3 is currently beginning to exploit novel high-pressure synthesis ideas from IRG4, and the challenging sub-wavelength fabrication agenda of IRG4 is beginning to explore concepts from IRG2 for patterning of self-mobile
nanoparticles. Nanofabrication and theory also link all the IRGs of the Center.
All projects in the Center – the Seed projects and the 2 to 3 interrelated efforts than comprise
each IRG – are generally evaluated annually by the Executive Committee. These reviews involve brief written reports of accomplishments and plans from each project. Projects that have
run their course scientifically or cease to be collaborative are phased out in preference to new
projects, often those originating in the Seed program. The Seed program is designed to support
new high-risk and potentially transformative research ideas. It is also an effective vehicle for
bringing young faculty into the Center and for enhancing the involvement of under-represented
groups. External review, by NSF-appointed panels and our external Advisory Board, who visit
in alternate years and from periodic external written reviews of IRGs and seed projects, is also an
important component of these decisions. This review process has had a very important role in reshaping our IRGs and in ensuring the influx of new blood into the Center.
The Center has a collaborative role with three Institutes at Penn State (MRI, the Huck Institutes
for the Life Sciences, and the Penn State Institutes for Energy and the Environment) in reviewing
and supporting Seed Projects. The Institute directors (Carlo Pantano, Peter Hudson, and Tom
Richard, respectively) participate in the review process, and the Institutes co-fund appropriate
projects of mutual interest and high intellectual merit. The web-based submission and review
process is modeled after Fastlane, with the Executive Committee and Institute directors providing written reviews and later meeting as a panel to select projects for support. This is a win-win
arrangement for the Institutes and the Center. The Center is able to leverage substantial additional support for new projects and obtain review input from outside experts. The Institutes benefit from the broad competitive proposal solicitation and review, which usually attracts 15 to 20
collaborative proposals from the Penn State materials research community. Projects selected in
this process have generally been very successful, either as future IRG projects or as the beginning of multi-investigator collaborations that later become NIRTs, MURIs, or other major grants.
Educational outreach is a strong unifying theme in the Center. Participation is required of all
students and postdocs and is expected of all faculty. Our educational activities are overseen by
Associate Director Tom Mallouk. Dr. Ronald Redwing, the current Outreach Director in the Center, has obtained an Associate Dean position at Penn State and will be transitioning away from
his MRSEC-related responsibilities over the next few months. The MRSEC is very fortunate to
have recruiting Kristin Dreyer, a former high school teacher, instructor in the Physics Department, and administer of the Penn State Women in Science and Engineering program, as a new
Outreach Manager. Postdoctoral fellow Francelys Medina is an educational outreach coordinator
in the Center, currently specializing in the RET/REU program. Dr. April Hill – a former postdoctoral fellow – is now an Assistant Professor at the University of Denver. Dr. Zuleika MedinaTorres, also a former postdoctoral outreach coordinator, is now an instructor at the
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Universidad de Puerto Rico. Kristin Dreyer is the new administrative point of contact for our collaborations with the Franklin Institute and the Science Leadership Academy in Philadelphia.
Industrial outreach, including workshops, personnel exchange, and joint support of students is
overseen by Pantano, together with Paul Hallacher, the Director of Research Program Development in the Office of the Senior Vice President for Research. Hallacher works with Tanna Pugh,
who is Director of Research-Technology Transfer, to develop collaborative agreements with
companies as part of the MRSEC Industrial Affiliates program.
Center operations, including budgets, subcontracts, reports, site visits, seminars, website maintenance, and appointment of personnel are managed by two full time administrative staff, Denise
Patton and Patricia Doroschenko. Their financial reports and budgets are coordinated with the
Grants Office in the Eberly College of Science and with the University Office of Sponsored Programs.

11. List of Ph.D. students and postdocs graduating in 2010
(W= woman, M= minority)
Graduate Students
M. Krishnamurthy received his Ph.d (with Venkat Goplan) in Materials Science, currently with Intel
Photonics Group.
Alison Hatt (W) received her Ph.d (with Nicola Spaldin) in Materials from UCSB, currently with Lawrence
Berkeley National Lab as a postdoctoral fellow.
Yuebing Zheng received his Ph.d (with Tony Huang) and is currently at UCLA.
Xiaole Mao received his Ph.d (with Tony Huang) currently with Procter and Gamble.
Jinjie Shi received Ph.d (with Tony Huang) currently with Dow Chemicals.
Carl-Johan Eklund received his Ph.d (with Karin Rabe) currently in Sweden with non-physics employment
Michael Ibele received his Ph.d (with Ayusman Sen) in Chemistry and is currently at Penn State as a
postdoctoral scholar.
Shakuntala Sundararajan (W) received her Ph.d (with Ayusman Sen) in Chemistry and currently
employed with Intel as staff.
Yang Wang (W) received her Ph.d (with Ayusman) in Chemistry currently unemployed.
Shraddha Surve received his Ph.d (with Ayusman Sen) in Chemistry currently employed with Intel as
staff.
Takashi Sasaki received his Ph.d (with James Tour) in Chemistry and is currently at International Flavors
and Fragrances Inc. and Guilliaume Vives, Universite Pierre et Marie Curie.
Ajeet Kumar received his Ph.d (with Paul Weiss) in Chemistry from Penn State University.
B.J. Cooley received his Ph.d (with Nitin Samarth) in Physics and is currently a postdoc at the University
of Texas, Austin.
Masato Maitani received his Ph.d (with David Allara) in Materials.
Ping Kao received his Ph.d (with David Allara) in Electrical Engineering.
Jeremy Bossard received his Ph.d (with Doug Werner) in Electrical Engineering and is currently a postdoc
at Penn State University.
Justin Liou received his Ph.d (with Doug Werner) in Electrical Engineering.
Mike Stinger received his Ph.d (with Doug Werner) in Electrical Engineering.

12. Publications and Patents
IRG 1
A. Primary Support
Donghwa Lee (이동화), Rakesh K. Behera, Pingping Wu, Haixuan Xu (徐海譞), Y. L. Li,
Simon R. Phillpot, Susan B. Sinnott, L. Q. Chen, V. Gopalan, “Mixed Bloch-Néel-Ising
Character of 180° Ferroelectric Domain Walls,” Phys. Rev. B. Rapid Communications, 80,
060102(R)(2009).
M. D. Biegalski, E. Vlahos, Y. L. Li, L. Q. Chen, V. Gopalan, S. Trolier-Mckinstry, D. G.
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